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They bought and sold their boat with Antipode... Testimonials
All of these testimonials have been sent to us by our clients with an authorization to reproduce 
them. The originals are with us and can be shown upon demand. For foreign customers if you wish 
we can put you in touch with former foreign clients if you have specific questions.

Yacht Brokerage

  Tony boughT The SwifT Trawler 34 ‘oceanide’  - ireland - 2023
My wife and I sold our Jeanneau Prestige 32 in Ireland where we live and intended to replace it immediately with 
a Beneteau Swift Trawler 34. Unfortunately, Covid messed up our plans and we were without a boat for a very long 
time. After much searching, we found one on the Antipode site in France. We connected with Jean Baptiste and 
shortly afterwards I visited to do a preliminary viewing. Jean Baptiste was exceptionally helpful and provided me 
with detailed information about the practicalities of buying a boat in France. Following a full survey, kindly facilitated 
by Jean Baptiste, the sale proceeded. Throughout, all my questions and concerns were immediately addressed and 
resolved. I received regular phone calls and emails to keep me fully up to date. Jean Baptiste kindly arranged winter 
storage and attended to the various legal requirements with great efficiency. I have rarely encountered such profes-
sionalism and it made the whole process so easy and reassuring, particularly as I do not live in France and don’t speak 
French. I cannot recommend Antipode more highly. 

  rémy Sold The a 35 ‘SamSara’  - TriniTé Sur mer - 2023
We entrusted Jean-Baptiste with the sale of our A35. The sale process was launched in September and the sale fina-
lised in the beginning of December.
Jean-Baptiste handled the sale of our boat with precision and professionalism, all while establishing a very friendly 
climate of exchange and trust.
I’m convinced that the three parties concerned were very satisfied with this outcome, Antipode, ourselves as sellers 
and our buyer that recently expressed his great satisfaction to us.
Good job !

  david Sold The hanSe 630 ‘corTo malTèSe’ – croueSTy - 2022
I entrusted the sale of my Hanse 630 to the company Antipode in September 2022. The ads were online very quickly, 
with a lot of details and pictures, the boat was very well presented in the ads… and was sold at the asking price two 
months later to Czech clients. On top of the administrative and contractual part, Antipode efficiently took charge of 
the operational part (lifting in and out of the water for inspection, sea trial with the clients), I did not have to intervene 
myself. I am very satisfied with the level of service offered and I can without hesitation recommend the company 
Antipode.

  guy Sold The nauTicaT 35 ‘Tiny Tim’ – PorTugal - 2023
I would like to share all the efficiency demonstrated by the Antipode team to sell my Nauticat 35, very special and 
specific boat on the French market 
Once again bravo and congratulations.

  anTonio boughT The firST 40 ‘malaviTa’ - PorTugal - 2022  
I bought my first boat, a Beneteau First 40 (MALAVITA), with Antipode and it was an excellent decision. 
The first contacts were made with Jérôme LE JOUBIOUX, whom I thank for the complete boat’s information, photos 
sent and quick answers to all my questions. This was followed by a visit to the boat in France with Jean-Baptiste 
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LEMAIRE whose support, friendly attitude and professionalism were truly remarkable. He has become a friend that I 
truly admire.
The whole sales process was clear, fast and the help preparing the boat for the trip to Portugal was an excellent sup-
port.
Thanks to all Antipode’s team.

  florence & yann boughT The Sun odySSey 34.2 ‘TamaiTi’ - vanneS - 2022
We would like to thank the Antipode team and in particular Jean-Baptiste Lemaire that accompanied us for this pur-
chase of our first boat. Since about 2 years we have been scouring website and disappointing visits. It is by chance 
that we came across Tamaiti, a Sun Odyssey that the owners had entrusted Antipode with the sale. Very rapidly Jean-
Baptiste gave us confidence without ever rushing us, always with kindness and with an answer or a solution for each 
question. A support without a hitch until the handover of the keys, even providing after sales service for questions 
forgotten during the sale.
Jérôme told us that a boat changes hands between the 3rd and 6th year following a purchase. The appointment is 
therefore made for 2026… until then we would like to enjoy Tamaiti for some nautical miles…

  françoiS Sold The oceaniS 55 ‘eden Xii’ - ouiSTreham - 2022 
I entrusted the sale of my 55 feet sailing boat to the company Antipode.
This sale was concluded in a few weeks thanks to the excellent service of this company where the employees com-
bine competence, efficiency, and professionalism.

  ghiSlaine & cédric boughT The eXciTe 750 ‘crocalan’ - arzal - 2022
Sailing since always, preferably on catamarans, Mediterranean especially after 20 years in South Brittany, after having 
sold our Catana at 75 years of age we wanted to sail on a power boat, being mostly only two on board, to rediscover 
Brittany.
We opted for a rather uncommon boat, a small catamaran power boat, super well finished and very well constructed, 
an Excite cat 7,50.
On offer by the company Antipode. 
Our contact JB Lemaire.
Used to the brokers in the south of France, we were won over by Mr Lemaire’s seriousness, kindness and professiona-
lism. He looked after everything, sea trials, paperwork, etc… Velvet…
Congratulations to the whole team, that we met less but who worked hard to make everything smooth.
I will turn to them when I will sell my little boat.

  berTrand boughT The oceaniS 31 ‘bleiz-mor’ - vanneS - 2022  
The Oceanis 31 that I bought with Antipode in 2022 is my first boat. So, I needed to be confident. That’s exactly what 
happened, from the first contact with Jérôme, Jean-Baptiste and Julie. They were attentive to my questions, my hesi-
tations and all that I had to learn about the purchase of a boat… I was won over by their kindness, their honesty and 
their knowledge. Their patience, their advice, the relations they maintained with the owners of the Oceanis made 
that the sale proceeded in the best conditions. The relations with them did not end there. They followed me through 
during my first summer of navigation, they guided me through the Golfe de Morbihan that I did not know, without 
counting their time… Thanks again !

  vincenT Sold The figaro 3 ‘marvin’ - vanneS - 2022
Thanks to Antipode we have could sell our Figaro 3 in conditions that were not simple. Indeed, a racing boat sold to 
an owner sailing on the lakes of Chicago in the United States and requiring some work before delivery were all ele-
ments added to complicate the sale. Antipode’s professionalism was a decisive element so that this transaction could 
be carried out in the best conditions.

  JameS boughT The figaro 3 ‘marvin’ - chicago uSa - 2022
Buying a boat is stressful enough. Imagine buying one from across the Atlantic, 6 time zones away, seeing it only in 
pictures, and not speaking any French. Well that is exactly what we did. Apprehensive at first, we had no choice but 
to hope Jerome was telling us the truth as making a trip to France was not possible. The level of detail and timely 
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responses Jerome provided helped to reassure us we’d be OK. However, only a day after closing the sale, I received 
notice from Jerome that several defects in the hull were discovered. My heart sank knowing I now owned a boat in 
France, and the pre-paid transit company was scheduled to pick up the boat only a few days later. Jerome and the 
seller sprung into action not only working with Beneteau to repair the defects, but assisted with the transit company 
to reschedule the shipment without additional charges.  From that point forward everything went as planned and 
she arrived in Chicago. In the end all my worry was unfounded. The exceptional level of knowledge, guidance, and 
honourable support we received from Jerome is why I’m pleased to be offering my feedback. Thanks to the entire 
Antipode team for making it happen! 

  david boughT The PreSTige 32 ‘J2c’ - dublin / ireland - 2022
I am a boat dealer in Ireland and bought a Prestige 32 boat from Antipode last April/May. Having agreed to buy the 
boat earlier in the year I had a ski accident that left me unable to travel. I decided to go ahead with the purchase wit-
hout seeing the boat. For whatever reason I put my trust in Jerome who I had never met before. Anyway this ended 
up to be a wonderful relationship as he delivered as he said he would. I could not recommend Antipode Jerome, Julie 
and the whole team anymore. They were a joy to deal with. 
It’s not easy to transport a large boat from France to Ireland. But you guys were Brilliant. 
I have only the best recommendation to Antipode and look forward to doing more business with you.

  edouard boughT The oceaniS 55 ‘vagabunda’ - roScoff - 2022
The purchase of a boat is a really important step, especially for someone passionate.
I found a lot of professionalism in the Antipode team. François advised me really well for the survey and the adminis-
trative procedures. He knew the boat perfectly well. I recommend without a hesitation.

  beaTrice boughT The hanSe 470 ‘deSire’ - vanneS - 2022
We called upon Antipode to help us register a boat purchased under the American flag. We were very impressed by 
the efficiency and quick response of all the persons we were in contact with.  Pertinent advice, a great availability of 
the very professional team, we felt completely in confidence. I recommend Antipode for all these good reasons.

  benoiT boughT The dufour 44 ‘Karaba’ - canada - 2022
I am currently in Lagos (Portugal) where I’m spending the winter on the boat (I’m living on board). I have only good 
things to say about my interactions with Antipode and particularly with Jérôme.  I was living in Canada when I saw 
“Salam” (now “Karaba”)  on sale in La Rochelle on Antipode’s website. After the initial contact, I received detailed 
documentation on the boat and as I could not come to see the boat, Antipode sent me a link to videos so that I could 
visit the boat from afar. After that Jérôme made an honest description on the phone with the list of potential works to 
do on the boat. The sale could be concluded remotely, after the inspection by a surveyor and with Jérôme who bent 
over backwards to ensure that the sale went smoothly and so that I could have a hand over when I came to France.  
I had (which is often the case) some bad surprises as I got acquainted with the boat, but none of this questions the 
professionalism of Antipode or the surveyor. I highly recommend Antipode and would be happy to do business with 
you again!

  bernard Sold The hanSe 415 e ‘l’aSTragale’ - croueSTy - 2022
A few years back I entrusted Antipode with the sale of my Oceanis 50. It was the time of the economic crisis and the 
times weren’t favourable for the sailing industry. The whole team patiently put in the hard work and finally found 
a Dutch buyer. Meanwhile I had purchased a new Hanse 415. Coming to an age where I had to separate from the 
Hanse, I once again entrusted Antipode with the sale as they had already done a top job. Jean-Baptiste, in charge of 
the sale, did a great job by carefully preparing the presentation of the boat for the sale as soon as he was in charge. 
He was very professional and serious. I did not even have to travel once when the boat was on sale. He looked after 
everything (cleaning, visits, sea trial, etc). During the Mille Sabord boat show, a buyer came forward and made a down 
payment.  Shortly afterwards he withdrew, without explanations, abandoning the down payment !
Jean-Baptiste reactivated the contacts that he had previously had and rapidly a new buyer became interested in the 
boat. The sale was completed very quickly. The icing on the cake, the boat was sold at the asking price ! I would like 
to thank Jérôme Le Joubioux and the whole team for their professional and qualitative work.
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  olivier boughT The Pogo 1250 ‘Kaireol’ - SuiSSe - 2022 
I was looking for a boat that was difficult to find, a Pogo 1250. It’s thanks to Antipode that I found the rare gem. I 
dealt with wonderful people, Jérôme Le Joubioux, François Mouchel and Julie Brodu. All very professional, reliable 
and nice to deal with. Not to mention their immense nautical knowledge useful for the buyer as well as the seller. The 
file on the boat was very complete, they were attentive and answered my numerous questions. No point had been 
hidden, with as an objective that everybody would find their benefit. For the sale, the contracts were without any 
ambiguity and personalised if necessary. Similarly, the realisation of the various formalities are perfectly mastered 
and I felt supported throughout the whole transaction. I will call upon Antipode if I would need to sell the boat. It 
is therefore without any hesitation that I would recommend Antipode, whether for the purchase or for the sale of a 
boat. Thanks once again to the whole team.

  Pierre yveS boughT The dufour 382 ‘Parma’ - le croueSTy - 2022
I had already had business with Antipode for the sale of my Sun Odyssey 49 a few years back and could only congra-
tulate myself with services that were very professional as well as friendly. When I saw the Dufour 382 on sale with 
Antipode a few days before the Milles Sabords boat show, I immediately contacted Jérôme, came to visit and bought 
the boat. The sale being managed from afar, the trust in the seller was fundamental and I was not disappointed, even 
in the administrative details or small things to see on the boat. Meanwhile Antipode was putting the ad for my J 100 
online in a record time. All of this bodes well for the future and bravo again.

  Jean-yveS Sold The dufour 520 ‘orina vi’ - mandelieu - 2022
I contacted Antipode in the beginning of Mars 2022. François Mouchel has just sold the Oceanis 55 of a friend of mine 
in 3 or 4 months. I was looking to sell my Dufour 520 from 2018. François assured me that by the end of June the boat 
would be sold !!! My Dufour dealer had had the boat on sale for over 16 months ... Mid March François came (to the 
south of France) on the boat and went through every detail thoroughly, taking pictures, he even advised me to clean 
the genoa so that it would be impeccable. Beginning of April, the ad was on line on his website, mid June the boat 
was sold. I was very satisfied with François’ seriousness, his professionalism and his reactivity. With him the price is 
the price, no discussion!

  françoiSe & ronan boughT The naJad 36 ‘cinderella’ - PorT la forêT - 2022
Mr Le Joubioux helped and advised us a lot all along the purchase procedure to check on all the administrative docu-
ments edited in English.
The boat being under a Swedish flag, it was very difficult to transfer to a French flag seeing the complexity of the ad-
ministration. In Sweden, sailing boats of this size are not registered and do not have any administrative documents. 
The Antipode team were completely involved in the process and this November the boat was officially French. A big 
thank you to Julie Brodu and the whole Antipode team, very nice, professional, and reactive; to be highly recom-
mended.

  ellioT boughT The hanSe 470  ‘PaPou deS carPaTeS’ - Sweden - 2022
I also want to take the opportunity to thank you for the complete process with the sale of the Hanse. You have been 
great to deal with from the beginning to the end.  The best broker I’ve ever come across, and I hope to be able to buy 
another boat through you some day. 

  alain & marie boughT The océaniS 43 ‘iaorana’ - barcelona - 2022
Thanks to the Antipode team for making the purchase of our boat ‘Iaorana’ easier. A very good contact, a reassuring 
presence and very good advice. This transaction was carried out in the best conditions and we are delighted with our 
new boat. Once again, thank you so much and looking forward to another transaction… friendly regards !

  PaScal boughT The elan 380 ‘brio’- la TriniTé Sur mer - 2022
I bought my sailing boat using Antipode’s services at the end of 2021.
I am completely satisfied with Jean-Baptiste Lemaire’s professionalism. He knew how to find the right compromises 
to efficiently conclude this sale full of surprises.
The 2022 sailing season confirmed this success. 
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  PhiliPPe boughT The rhea 750 ‘ScoPello’ - le havre - 2022
I made the acquisition of a Rhea 750 via Antipode in February 2022. My contact, Mr Le Joubioux was very efficient 
with the information and his professional advice for the purchase of this boat and the transport to Normandy where 
she navigates now : my family can hence navigate in all confidence on this boat that has proven to be perfectly in 
line to its description.  On the administrative level, Antipode also proved to be very efficient : clear information, fast 
administrative procedures, and friendliness. I don’t hesitate to recommend the Antipode team whose seriousness 
and quality of service are all in all points remarkable. I will without a doubt call upon their competence for a future 
purchase.

  PhiliPPe boughT The anTareS 1080 ‘chriSTal’ - PorT haliguen - 2022
I wanted to thank you for having sold me my Antares 1080. Indeed I had been looking for this boat for 2 years but had 
never found the guarantees to come with. Thanks to Mr Lemaire who offered me the visit with all the invoices and 
a reliability for which I thank him for each time I am in touch with him. On top of that, since I’ve had a problem with 
the boat and Mr Lemaire rapidly intervened to find a solution. That is very serious ! Above all, don’t hesitate to trust 
Antipode. If I was selling my boat, I would trust Mr Lemaire with the sale my eyes closed.
I thank the team for their reliability before, during and after the sale.

  gabriel Sold The dufour 350 ‘SKlaera’ - bénodeT - 2022
Being abroad for several months, I entrusted Antipode with the sale of my boat. Mr François Mouchel took care of 
everything: inventory, checking the equipment, technical validation, trials, transport for the crane, survey, sale and 
administrative papers… 
All these procedures were carried out seriously, in all transparency for the seller as well as for the buyer. I thank the 
whole team for the quality of the service.
I can only recommend the professionalism of this company.

  david boughT The San Juan 48 ‘choSe 1’- vancouver / canada - 2022
I recently had an opportunity to purchase a pre-owned 48’ power boat that was listed for sale with Antipode. Nor-
mally this would not be an unusual venture but in my case, my home is in Western Canada and the vessel was lying 
in France. Beyond the normal due diligence that you undertake during the purchase process of a pre-owned vessel, I 
also had concerns about the accuracy of the title, ships documentation and ultimately her export to North America. 
François at Antipode could not have been more helpful during the purchase process. In fact the whole team at Anti-
pode was involved at one time or another and I am extremely pleased with the experience I had working with them. 
Everything François promised was delivered. Paperwork was precisely executed between buyer and seller and the 
boat was prepared for the long voyage to the west coast of America under François guidance. I would recommend 
working with Antipode to anyone who is pursuing their next power or sailboat.

  Jean-Pierre Sold The SwifT Trawler 42 ‘la royere’ - marSeille -  2022
Buying or selling a boat is not a very common operation in a man’s life. Yet there are ways and necessary obligations 
that need to be respected and go well beyond the simple connection provided by an agent. The Antipode employees 
understood this well and always provided me with the necessary support “to carry out my operation”.

  roberT boughT The SwifT Trawler 42 ‘aquanauT’ - neTherlandS - 2022
During the past 50 years we have owned various sailing yachts ranging between 40 and 55 feet in which we cruised 
the European waters between Norway and Turkey. After over 30,000 NM ‘under sail’ we decided to look for a seawor-
thy motor yacht for more comfort. 
Antipode happened to offer a Swift Trawler 42 in the South of France which suited our requirements well. After the 
first inspection, for which Jean Baptiste Lemaire flew over from Vannes to Marseille the sale was quickly concluded for 
a fair price which was satisfactory for both the seller and us. After the sale and transfer of ownership Antipode remai-
ned extremely helpful and supportive during the process of changing the flag from French to Dutch registration. We 
can recommend Antipode for their professionalism and excellent after sale service. 
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  françoiS boughT The Sun beam 34 ‘Jolie môme’ - TriniTé Sur mer - 2022
I made the purchase of a beautiful 34 feet sailing boat using Antipode’s services. This company lives up to its name, 
it is at the antipodes of the unfortunately very ordinary, even rather mediocre level of service reserved for customer 
in the boating industry. Antipode excels, and I weigh every word, at the end of procedure with them, a competent, 
friendly and available team ; a rigorous, transparent and honest approach, outstanding pre- and post- sales services. 
No misunderstandings or conflicts, we moved forward step by step with professionalism and serenity. In this very 
uncertain adventure that is the search for a second hand boat, I strongly recommend Antipode: this team knows how 
to choose the boats they offers, they love their job and keep the level high, these are the best among all the brokers 
I’ve met.

  marc boughT The Sun faST 3200 ‘faSTmania’ - SèTe - 2022
It’s with pleasure that I can testify to the seriousness and professionalism of the whole Antipode team concerning 
the purchase of my Sun Fast 3200. Once the visits, the surveys and negotiations were carried out, the purchase went 
perfectly fine and Antipode looked after everything. They were available for each of my requests and queries. It is a 
serious company, good advice and as far as I am concerned as a buyer there were irreproachably honest and there 
were no surprises concerning the condition of the boat. Once in possession of the boat, I was able to contact them 
without any difficulty for various questions to which they always responded.
Confidence, professionalism and attentiveness are the adjectives that I can use concerning the whole team. Thanks 
to the whole team of this company that I recommend if you should need to buy or sell a boat.

  ibrahim boughT The oceaniS 37 ‘iJin’ - la rochelle - 2022
We had a plan of buying our first sailing boat on a tight budget and in an equally tight timeframe. François knew how 
to be as responsive as required to ensure that all the steps were done in time. The support from the whole time was 
very professional and we were able to get a lot of advice, even after having sailed away – in terms of customer service 
you can’t ask for more! I recommend Antipode as a trusted broker for anyone wishing to acquire a boat. Otherwise, 
the boat has been renamed Ijin (which is a Breton word!) and we went all the way to Spain this summer, stopping by 
the Basque country, it was magnificent!

  alain Sold The Sun odySSey 37 ‘Jemmha’ - croueSTy - 2022
Selling a boat is always a heartbreak, especially when it is for health reasons and it is a definitive stop. We took 5 years 
to make up our minds, then we called upon the company Antipode, without knowing them. Jérôme Le Joubioux 
accompanied us well, advised us, and settled this sale quickly without any kind of hassle and at the fair price. The 
page turned to close this 26 years long maritime adventure was made a lot easier thanks to him. We are grateful to 
him and recommend his company without any hesitation. 

  caTherine & marc Sold The ovni 43 ‘JaSon’ - lorienT – 2021
After 13 years of sailing around the world on our Ovni 43 we had to resolve to sell. As we did not wish to look after 
the sale ourselves, on the advice of friends we contacted the Antipode agency. The boat was sold at the asking price 
thanks to their large network, especially abroad, and this despite the pandemic. We would particularly like to thank 
Jérôme Le Joubioux for his professionalism, efficiency, wise advice, and his kindness. We also very much appreciated 
the time and support given to the new owners. Marc and Catherine.

  alain Sold The boSTon monTauK 190 ‘le rofloc’h’ - arradon – 2021
I sold my Boston Whaler Montauk 190 2016 in perfect condition through the company Antipode. The sale was 
concluded at the asking price in less than a week. All the paperwork, the lifting out of the water, the repair of the 
trailer were all cared for by Antipode with great speed and efficiency. 

  marySe & Thierry boughT The feeling 39 di ‘P’Ti Prince’ - neTherlandS - 2021
My testimony is a bit long, however, if you want to sell or buy a boat, it’s worth reading it to the end! Looking for a 
Feeling 39 DI for several years, I must have contacted all the brokers in Europe. From Italy to Norway. Not a single 
one compares to Antipode, that is, Jérôme and his team. Their files are extraordinarily complete. It’s because they put 
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themselves in the buyers’ shoes. Proof that they love their profession with heart and have only one goal: to satisfy 
their clients. But, beyond this astonishing rarity, I would especially like to share my experience: in my entire professio-
nal life, I have dealt with hundreds of clients, suppliers, subcontractors and, of course, lawyers, and I have never dealt 
with a person that keeps his word and of moral honesty such as Jérôme Le Joubioux. The purchase of my boat was a 
particular situation as it was Jérôme that was the owner. Once the sale was signed, he covered some expenses, some 
of a considerable cost, that no other person would have done. Expenses that nothing obliged him to pay other than 
his righteousness. Our relation will remain for me an exceptional human adventure. And I do not even mention his 
courtesy. Do I also have to convince you of François Mouchel’s kindness, availability, and empathy? Julies’ patience 
and helpfulness?... I let you discover this joy.

  nicolaS Sold The firST 50 ‘warhorSe’ - SainT malo – 2021
I also take the opportunity of this e-mail to thank you, your team and in particular François for the efficiency with 
which he followed the life of my boat. In 2014, it was already François that sold me this boat. So, it was natural for 
me to turn to him when my programs, both professional and personal stopped me from sailing as much as such a 
boat demands and pushed me, with regret to sell. In this new phase, François and the whole Antipode team were 
present and allowed me in two months’ time to carry out this transaction. A sale, it isn’t a trivial act for this boat full of 
memories and embellished with numerous offshore races. One does not sell a boat like a common product and the 
support by professionals such as Antipode, allows to tick all the points in the right order without being distracted by 
the emotion. As soon as my organisation allows me to spare the time necessary to sail, I know who I will turn to for 
the purchase of my next boat. Thanks to the whole team!  

  brenda & roger Sold The oceaniS 46 ‘fairwindS’ - uniTed Kingdom – 2021
Wonderful service from Antipode and Jean Baptiste and team. Especially in the year of Brexit and Covid 19 chal-
lenges. So professional, would recommend them to anyone.

  anToine Sold The Sun odySSey 40 ‘So haPPy’ - nanTeS – 2021
Having bought my Sun Odyssey 40 So Happy via Antipode, and as everything had gone really well, when I wished to 
sell, I used their services.
I thus contacted Jean Baptiste, who was once again a true professional. A buyer came forward just before my holidays.
I could leave for 3 weeks with my mind at peace, Antipode looked after the craning, survey, called the sailmaker to 
get a copy if an invoice, etc…
When I came back, I was present for the survey and one week later the boat was sold.
The sale was fast, and everybody is happy.

  maThiaS boughT The feeling 39 di ‘anche Piu’ - SwiTzerland – 2021
I bought a FEELING 39 DI spring 2021 and to be perfectly honest, it was a dream come true. However, for the dream 
to become reality I could count on ANTIPODE’s services, particularly François Mouchel, to buy the boat.
The Antipode’s team availability was very much appreciated from the first contact, attentive and they always gave 
me precious advice.
Throughout the whole sales process, I felt completely confident.
I can only recommend Antipode for any boat transaction, purchase or sale, a big thank you!

  Jean boughT The ovni 345 ‘Sanderling’ - SainT malo – 2021
I was looking for a lifting keel for my children and I to sail together. I fell for this Ovni 345 and on top of that I met Mr 
Lemaire. An honest person that gave me good serious advice with great skill, not only a salesperson who wanted to 
sell his boat. Mr Lemaire handed me a boat with which I have had no surprises since the handover. From the delivery 
I could sail around Brittany and bring the boat from Le Crouesty to Saint Malo. This thank to the fact that the prepa-
ration of the boat was perfect. On top of that he took the time to check on me during my sail! I can only congratulate 
the services and the Antipode agency. Thank you!

  lionel boughT The halioTiS 38 ‘morvran’ - guidel – 2021
I fell in love with an Haliotis 38 in moulded wood sold in Baden through Antipode. The contact and the sale with the 
previous owner went smoothly and quickly thanks to the efficiency of Antipode’s services. Today I live happily in the 
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Guidel marina on board of ‘Morvran’. A magnificent sailing boat full of charm.
I can only recommend the serious and efficient services provided by Antipode and I would like to warmly thank Jean-
Baptiste Lemaire for his reactivity and professionalism.

  nicK & SoPhie boughT The nauTich 40 oPen ‘quicKSTeP Too’ - uK - 2021
After many years racing all over the world, we decided to sell up and go cruising with our young family. Together 
with our co-owner, we looked for a boat to offer fast, safe and hopefully easy ocean crossings but also one that would 
provide a stable platform for life at anchor and plenty of space to live onboard for several years. Working with JB we 
considered several boats but the Nautitech 40 was the obvious choice in the end. Despite the challenges with COVID, 
the whole purchase process could not have been easier and JB always provided straightforward, honest guidance. 
Having left the UK in August ’21, we had a great trans-Atlantic crossing and are now in Martinique and preparing to 
cross into the Pacific in a few months’ time. When our adventure is over, I have no doubt that we will return to sell her 
through Antipode.

  véronique & daniel Sold The nimbuS 380 commander ‘manoKa’ - roche bernard – 2021
This is our third transaction through the Antipode company … and we are still as satisfied. Yet nothing was ever 
simple: the sale of an Antares series 9 to a Croat, the purchase of a Nimbus 380 from an Englishman and then the sale 
6 years later of the same Nimbus to a Dutchman.
The organisation of transport, the follow up of all the paperwork and the relations between the seller and the buyer 
have always been perfect. Bravo to the whole team and especially to Jean-Baptiste Lemaire always very professional 
and imperturbable. Until next time?...

 
  denniS & winny boughT The nimbuS 380 commander ‘manoKa’ - neTherlandS - 2021

We bought a secondhand Nimbus 38 Commander through Antipode and we are delighted with her. This purchase 
was a big event for us and we can say that the professional service from Jean-Baptiste at Antipode was truly excellent. 
In our opinion, they must be the best brokers in the business, and we have a lot of experience in this. We had pre-
viously looked at four similar motor boats but in each case the buy did not go through mainly due to misinformation 
from the broker concerned, but very quickly we knew we were now in good hands with Antipode.   The service was 
above our expectations as the purchase was made with tough Corona rules in place, which meant we could not make 
an inspection visit, but with the assistance of Jean-Baptiste and face time we had a linked live boat tour in great detail. 
Furthermore we had excellent paperwork made available and even a movie showing the Volvo engineer perform the 
engine service.  Also due to the restrictions we were obliged to have «Manoka» transported to us in The Netherlands, 
again Jean-Baptiste was of great help with good quotations for road transport. In the end we opted for a professional 
skipper to make a delivery trip in the water, again the local assistance in this was superb. Manoka was handed over to 
us in Rotterdam and she was everything we hoped for, a great buy.  A transaction carried out with great professiona-
lism by Jean-Baptiste, and Julie. A very friendly team that before, during and after your transaction by reassuring you 
as we were during this beautiful acquisition made remotely in full lockdown. 

  Xavier boughT The anTareS 36 ‘Swan ii’ - caP d’agde – 2021
Purchase of an Antares 36 in Brest, destination Cap d’Agde through the Antipode company. François Mouchel’s pro-
fessionalism as much for the acquisition as for the transport and delivery of the boat in the south of France. Highly 
recommended company, no hesitation for the choice of this company. I would also like to thank Julie for keeping 
track of the boat’s paperwork.

  giSèle & Jean-JacqueS Sold The anTareS 36 ‘Swan ii’ - breST – 2021
We were very happy with the way the sale of our Antares 36 was carried out. François is an outstanding seller, in no 
time he found the buyer, we had put the boat on sale with two other sellers and we have never heard back from them. 
We knew straight away that we were dealing with a real pro, dynamic and very friendly. In short, we are delighted!

  Jean-Pierre Sold The Sun odySSey 379 ‘azen-du’ - PaimPol – 2021
Wishing to experience the joys of a multihull for a long time, I decided to take the plunge and acquire a Dragonfly. 
But first of all, I had to sell my Sun Odyssey 379 to be able to be reactive, this type of trimaran not being very common 
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on the market. Having met Jérôme Le Joubioux at the time when he was working for a Beneteau dealer when I was 
buying a First 31.7 back in 2003. Having found him very friendly and professional, I decided to entrust him with the 
sale of my boat. After a meticulous tour of the 379 we agreed on a price at the high end of the market. In less than 
two months the sale was completed, I did not take care of any of the paperwork (the boat went to the Netherlands) 
nor the bank papers to end the leasing. So, thank you the Antipode team for such efficiency and skill.

  laurenT Sold The forna 37 ‘alPhée’ - lorienT – 2021
I am very satisfied to have entrusted Antipode with the sale of my sailboat: they know their job very well. François 
who took care of the sale, know wooden sailboats very well and he was able to appreciate and advise the new owner. 
Antipode looked after all the sales part and I only participated in the technical hand over and sea trials, a great way 
to say goodbye to this pretty boat.

  Thierry boughT The forna 37 ‘alPhée’ - SainT malo – 2021
After having left the world of sailboats in 1997, after many years of passion and buying and selling my previous boats 
directly from and to private persons in several countries, I wished to sail again. In the meantime, looking for an “ideal” 
sailing boat had completely changed and after some discouragement with the maze of boats on offer I was lucky 
enough to find a boat close to what I was looking for, a Forna 37 a boat built in laminated wood by Pichavant in 2007 
and on offer with François Mouchel from the Antipode company. Excellent and fast feedback from the Antipode 
office and François, a lot of details, photos, quick answers to sometimes difficult questions about a boat that was built 
individually, efficient meetings. Dry-docking, sea trial, conclusion of the transaction and dealing with the paperwork, 
all went well at a steady pace and with direct and friendly relations. An efficient and successful transaction.

  yveS Sold The dJango 1270 ‘Jubilo’ - croueSTy – 2021
In 2020, I decided to sell my Django 1270. I knew the Antipode company and in particular Jérôme Le Joubioux who 
had sold our previous boat, a Pogo 40, to an Australian buyer. I had been very satisfied with the 1st operation and so 
naturally I turned to them again. Once again, I must say that the transaction was not easy, with an ongoing leasing, a 
very recent boat and demanding buyer. I would like to thank Jérôme Le Joubioux for his patience, his perseverance, 
and his constant desire to reach a solution acceptable by both parties involved. I must also specify that I never met 
the buyer, even during the preliminary sea trial, which was completely handled by Antipode, never had the slightest 
discussion with him. With a Belgian buyer, the boat at Le Crouesty and myself in Paris, I never needed to make a return 
trip to Le Crouesty! Antipode has proven to be an essential and effective intermediary for this type of transaction.

  PhilliPe boughT The dJango 1270 ‘Jubilo’ - bruSSelS – 2021 
We highly recommend Antipode and more specifically Jérôme Le Joubioux for his help with the purchase of our 
Django 1270. He made a lot of efforts to ensure that the seller and buyer understood each other during the nego-
tiations and helped us a lot with the paperwork, survey, etc… before and after the purchase. He always remained 
courteous, even if there were setbacks, even with customers that were a little more demanding… Thank you, season’s 
greetings and fair winds!

  michael boughT The ovni 43 ‘mayana’ - germany - 2021
We are really grateful to Antipode team! There was a lot of trust from the beginning and everything said and pro-
mised was done as agreed even it wasn’t fixed in a written form! We had a big support in all questions related to the 
buy – before and after(!) - and a good communication which was especially important to us, as we had limited access 
to the boat by distance and Corona complications. We bought our first boat ever with Antipode and we’re happy with 
it. Greetings to you and your team.

  STéPhane boughT The oceaniS 311 ‘Pachimea’ -  roche bernard – 2021
After several months of unsuccessful research on my side, I asked Jean-Baptise to think of me the day he would have 
an Oceanis 311 on sale. That’s what he did some time afterwards. So, thank you because the sailboat was in very good 
condition and at a justified price (recent equipment and sails, boat ready to sail). The whole negotiation and transac-
tion part were efficient and clear. Thanks to Jean-Baptiste, Jérôme and Julie for their professionalism, attentiveness, 
and high spirits. Happy new year to the whole team!
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  PaTricK boughT The Sun odySSey 419 ‘KaShira’ - bénodeT – 2021
François dealt competently with the remaining problems on the boat, and I would like to thank him for that. I take 
this opportunity to salute Antipode’s professionalism at all stages of this operation.
I would not hesitate to recommend your company around me. Send my thanks to your team!

  huberT boughT The dufour 34 ‘maelyS’ - PorT la fôreT – 2021
I got to know Antipode through a friend that had sold his boat through them, and he was very happy with their 
services. I went on their website, and I was really seduced by the ethics that emanated from their “Buyer’s Guide”. Res-
pect for both the buyer and seller is truly a reality. I was exclusively looking for a Dufour 34. I was asked to precisely 
formulate what I would, ideally, like to purchase. A few days later I was contacted by François Mouchel from the Port 
La Fôret Antipode agency. I had already visited a Dufour 34 there twice with another broker, I’ve had no answers to 
the questions I asked and not feeling confident I had given up. François Mouchel showed me a similar boat and it has 
been a pleasure to finalise the purchase with him. It’s truly a very competent, very efficient, and very kind person. I am 
totally satisfied with the way Antipode accompanied me throughout the formalities. I am very happy with my new 
boat and unfortunately… I’m not planning to request their services again, but I don’t miss an opportunity to mention 
them, and especially François Mouchel, to people around me.  A big THANK YOU to him.

  agnèS & PaScal boughT The oceaniS 46 ‘fairwindS’ - arzal – 2021
An incredible luck for the purchase of our first sailing boat to have seen Antipode’s ad. From the first contact via e-
mail, we had a phone call from Jean-Baptiste the next day. We were able to visit the boat very quickly and for us who 
had no experience, we appreciated the fact that the boat corresponded exactly to the ad, no bad surprises rather the 
opposite, moreover Jean-Baptiste made a detailed visit and provided an exhaustive inventory of the boat. Following 
the visit everything went really fast and we fell under the spell of this very beautiful sailboat. We therefore made a 
proposal that was accepted by the owners. And here the professionalism, availability and support of the Antipode 
team took on its full meaning. Jean-Baptiste provided us with a list of professionals to help us with the different requi-
rements for the boat (insurance, survey, professionals for the maintenance, skipper), Jérôme took over for the survey, 
Julie for the paperwork (registration, customs declaration) … In short, from the first contact until today (purchase +4 
months), the support from the Antipode team has been top notch. Once again thanks to the whole team.

  criSTian boughT The  flyer 12 ‘deeP blue’ - Sweden - 2021
For many years I have had thought on having a suitable motor yacht that me and my family could enjoy. Since we 
live in Sweden the climate is not the most stable with as many sun hours per year as there are in the Mediterranean 
Sea. Therefore, it was necessary for us to find a boat that are spacious and where we can enjoy the scenery even if the 
weather is not the best. So I set a price target and went out on the internet to find out what we could get for
our budget. Then I found a beautiful Beneteau Flyer 12 at Antipode. Jérôme and his colleagues where all so helpful. 
They all spent time en effort to make sure that I got the information I asked for. This was a huge risk, since I did not 
even travel down to France and have a look at the boat, since I had such a good dialogue with Antipode I got to know 
what needed to be repaired and what I could expect if I bought her. When I made an offer the seller accepted
there was a lot of things that needed to be arranged so I could get my new yacht back to Sweden. I got all the help 
necessary from Antipode and finally when the boat arrived a few weeks later the boat was exactly as I had been told 
and even better. I have nothing else to say than that Antipode and all their staff was very professional and if I was 
gonna buy another boat I would not hesitate to contact then again and I give my highest recommendations. 

  Jeroen boughT The dragonfly 35 ‘haPPySiX’ - neTherlandS - 2021
A fast deal ! I fell in love with this gorgeous Dragonfly 35 Ultimate and called Antipode on a Wednesday that I was 
interested. Next week on Friday we sailed this beauty to her new home. This all was made possible due to Antipode 
reacting fast, agile, being very professional and a relentless service driven by the whole team. For instance they 
managed to get the VAT declaration on the same day we made the deal to get me ready for next day’s departure. The 
most positive to my opinion is the pictures they put on their advertisements exactly displaying the ship when we 
visited. No surprises except for the positive ones. That is what you want when you donate a fortune to your hobby. I 
recommend this broker very highly but I hope not to be in the need of their services for the next decades since I now 
have my floating palace.
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  dominique Sold The oceaniS 43 ‘iaorana’ - SainT caST – 2021
My husband and I had an Oceanis 43 which we fully enjoyed but the ways
 of life decided otherwise! After the death of my husband, I had to sell this boat which symbolized him so very much. 
A friend put me in touch with Jérôme Le Joubioux for whom I sincerely could not say enough praise.  The circums-
tances were very difficult for me and at each meeting I noted attentiveness, empathy and above all a great professio-
nalism. Jérôme Le Joubioux is an invested professional and a person full of humanity and kindness. Thank you!

  berTy Sold The firST 45 ‘ungava’ - arcachon – 2021
A lovely story that began in August 2011 with Antipode for the purchase of a First 45 and which ended in February 
2021 with the resale of the boat, still through the intermediary of the Antipode company. A renewed trust after 10 
years and a resale thanks to his advice and skills, despite the detrimental Covid period. A perfectly well documented 
ad and perfect survey allowed a ‘remote’ sale, without prior visit from its new Swedish owner! The boat was delivered 
to Stockholm with a skipper recommended by Antipode. With all my thanks and see you soon, without hesitation for 
a new transaction.

  JoaKim & marie boughT The firST 45 ‘ungava’ - Sweden - 2021
After a couple of month searching for our dreamboat in south of Europe we finally got in contact with Antipode, 
Jérôme and his staff. This contact felt totally different comparing with other brokers that we communicated with. 
Antipode felt serious, service minded, and professional. And they helped us all the way. We are now happy and proud 
owners of a fantastic sailing vessel, Beneteau Firs 45 2008. Now sailing in the archipelago of Stockholm. Thanks Anti-
pode.

  PhiliPPe Sold The Pogo 1050 ‘Sea runner’ - minorca – 2021
Having owned 4 boats, after a tour of the Mediterranean, the decision was taken to sell my Pogo to take a break. Des-
pite the complicated sanitary situation, the Antipode company knew how to manage a remote sale, in Spain which 
resulted with a navigation with the buyer who is very happy with his acquisition. Professionals, they handled the sale 
with much empathy.

  ignace boughT The Pogo 1050 ‘Sea runner’ - PaimPol – 2021
For several months, I had been looking for a Pogo 1050 to take over from the Pogo 850 which had delighted me for 
more than fifteen years. I discovered on the website of the company Antipode in Vannes, that one of the units that 
could do the job was at that time moored in Formentera in the Balearic Islands. In the midst of Covid restrictions, this 
could have been difficult. Antipode made me visit a unity of the same type based in Brittany so that I could see the 
characteristics of the boat. Antipode then set the conditions for a successful transaction and looked after all adminis-
trative aspects, making this acquisition secure and stress free.

  armelle & roberT Sold The allureS 44 ‘acquadoria’ - arzal – 2021
If I had to award a prize to the Antipode company, it would no doubt be that of excellence! My review is based on 
two experiences that we have shared. In 2011, before preparing a long journey on an Allures 44 I decided to entrust 
the company Antipode with the sale of my Dufour 40. During the first meeting, I could appreciate Jérôme Le Jou-
bioux’s professionalism: technical skills for the survey and advice. Commercial skills: aiming for the right compromise 
between the seller and the buyer. Transparent and precise communication during all the steps of the negotiation. 
Follow up all the way through up to the hand over by the future owner. 
In 2020, after 9 years of sailing around South America our trip was interrupted in the Caribbean’s because of the Co-
vid. Two years ahead of our schedule, we decided to bring the boat back to France and plan to sell her. Without hesi-
tation, with confidence, we contacted Antipode and had the pleasure of meeting again with Jérôme, the experience 
asserted, the contact always as polite, motivated, and optimistic, remaining lucid thanks to his good knowledge of 
the market. Jean-Baptiste Lemaire took over from Jérôme and, despite the complicated health context, he remar-
kably carried out of all the steps that led to a successful sale of the boat to a Dutchman. Bravo Jean-Baptiste ! Bravo 
Jérôme.. and the whole ANTIPODE team.
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  alain Sold The bavaria 37 ‘franceSca 2’ - croueSTy – 2021
A page in our history is turning… and we would like to share our gratitude for all the attention that you paid during 
the follow up for the sale of our boat. You knew how to listen and hear what we wanted best. You always took the time 
to keep us informed at each step. Your professionalism honours you and we could trust you. Your kindness allowed 
us to feel supported. We wish you a great professional journey and much happiness that you will know how to share. 
We would like to specify that we particularly appreciated Jean-Baptiste Lemaire’s follow up, his professionalism and 
punctuality in transmitting the information in due time. His capacity at being attentive to answer our wishes best, his 
kindness, have supported us and brought us the confidence to sell our boat. In these very peculiar times, it is impor-
tant that the quality of your agency be recognized.

  emmanuel Sold The Sun odySSey 33 i ‘ShadoK’ - lorienT – 2021
A sale for health reason, just after having equipped this Sun Odyssey 33 I (already bought with Antipode in 2018) 
for long and beautiful navigations, completely secure; new sails, new charts with AIS… the price reflected all this 
renewed equipment. Thanks to Antipode’s international network, the boat, sold to a German will be sailing in the 
Baltic Sea. Jean-Baptiste’s professionalism, competence and friendliness made this sale possible, for the satisfaction 
of the buyer and seller.

  JenS boughT The Sun odySSey 33 i ‘ShadocK’ - germany - 2021
For a long time, my wife and I had been looking for a sailing boat with a variable draft. In August, we had found what 
we were looking for with Antipode. Our contact at Antipode was Jean-Baptiste Lemaire. All the necessary appoint-
ments were made through him: inspection, survey carried out by an expert, sea trial, etc. Everything was sone in an 
extremely professional and committed manner. Finally, we bought the boat, and all the paperwork was filled out by 
Antipode. At last, Jean-Baptise organised the wintering, transfer, and the engine maintenance that had to be done. 
Our thanks are especially to Jean-Baptiste Lemaire as well as to Julie and Jérôme.

  Serge Sold The X40 ‘récidive 3’ - TriniTé Sur mer – 2021
Once again, I am pleased to have asked Antipode and Jérôme Le Joubioiux to handle the sale of my sailing boat, an X 
40. Indeed, in the middle of lockdown in the first phase of the Covid 19 pandemic, end 2020 and early 2021, Jérôme 
successfully carried out his mission just like he had done a few years earlier for my other boats. RECIDIVE 3, it’s her 
name and she has taken the road to… her birthplace, Denmark, in the first semester of 2021. ANTIPODE stays true to 
their reputation of serious, efficient, and competent professionals. Fortunately, and even if the boats models change 
this great professional does not change!

  danielle & yveS Sold The aquaSTar 33 ‘odin’ - vanneS – 2021
We wanted to thank the whole Antipode team for the sale of our boat, ODIN. This is the second boat that we sell 
though you, never two without… Even if this boat was particularly atypical, Jérôme’s support was perfect all the way 
up the signature. Attentiveness and confidence are the key words that we were able to observe throughout the sale 
that was carried out in good conditions? Once again, bravo and thank you.

  roberT Sold The garcia PaSSoa 50 ‘maloya’ - la réunion – 2021
I would like to thank you for the efficiency you showed during the sale of my Garcia Passoa 50, a few weeks after the 
ad for my boat was online, I was able to welcome my future American buyer onboard in the Reunion Island. He was 
enthused by my sailboat and the sale was finalised within a few days and your team was remarkable for everything 
concerning the transfer of ownership of a French sailing boat to a Californian owner, all was dealt within a few days. 
MALOYA is now called VOYAGER de SAN DIEGO CA and is starting to navigate in the Indian ocean before sailing to 
the US. Best regards

  nicK boughT The aquaSTar 38 ‘odin’ - uK - 2021
Odin has taken us down to Agde on the Med, where we are waiting for the summer to explore the South of France. 
Buying our boat through Antipode was smooth, simple and stress free, one of the most professional brokers I’ve ever 
dealt with, and there’s been a few! Jerome and his staff went above and beyond to help us, for which we thank them 
and wish them all a Joyeux Noel !
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  Serge Sold The feeling 39 di ‘anche Piu’ - québec  - 2021
In 2021, I entrusted Antipode with the sale of my sailing boat. The experience, professionalism and impressive 
network of this agency contributed to the success of the operation. Hats off, in particular to François for the quality 
of our exchanges all along the process. Good wind Antipode! 

  franKlin boughT The Pogo 36 ‘arlova’ - maSSachuSeTTS / uSa - 2021
The boat reached its final destination in Mattapoisett, Massachusetts last Friday. We haven’t gotten a chance to sail 
it yet, but will be headed up there in two weekends and can’t wait to test her out before we pull her for the winter!
Have been meaning to reach out, but wanted to sincerely thank you and your team for all of your help throughout 
this process. You were extremely organized, communicative, and helpful throughout the whole process, and we very 
much appreciated working with you. If you ever find yourself in the Massachusetts area, let us know! We’d love to take 
you out for a sail. 

  Kyla & John Sold The weSTerly oceanranger 38 ‘Sula’ - uK - 2020
When we decided in spring 2019 to sell our UK-registered Westerly Oceanranger “Sula” in Brittany, Antipode was 
recommended to us by members of the Cruising Association.  We could not have imagined a better or more stress-
free way of selling the boat.
Jean Baptiste was knowledgeable, charming and invariably helpful. He suggested a realistic price, and his excellent 
English ensured that “Sula” was well-presented in both the UK and French markets. Jean-Baptiste matched the buyers 
to the boat:  they made a very fair offer at the end of our summer spent cruising the beautiful Brittany coast, and 
convinced us they would love the boat as much as we had!

  carol & ergun boughT The lucia 40 ‘Jozef’ - uK - 2020
We met Jerome and his team few years ago during our time in France with our previous boat, it was such a pleasure 
that we can get together and buy our current boat from Antipode. From the start to the finish and beyond the only 
way to describe the services are professional, friendly, and unbelievable, we now consider Jerome a very good friend 
in Vannes and we are so grateful to him for making the whole buying process an absolute dream, and yes when time 
comes  to sell ,he is the broker we will call.. Thank you!

  chriSToPhe Sold The lucia 40 ‘Jozef’ - arradon - 2020
It is not an easy thing to sell an almost new, owner version catamaran in Brittany… The time was not favourable, but 
the deal was smoothly managed by the Antipode team who were able to bring their expertise and experience, even 
for this type of boat. Antipode has a performant website, also appealing to foreign customers, showing the boat in 
the smallest details and at last the aspect “we look after everything” can justify a high commission and the ability to 
technically replace a failing dealer despite the boat yard guarantee was all an undeniable plus.

  chriS Sold The firST 42S7 ‘faSTwave v’ - uK - 2020
Antipode are real yacht brokers – knowledgeable and pro-active (such a rarity these days). I have both bought and 
sold through Antipode and dealt with both Jean-Baptiste & Jerome with a successful outcome every time. Unlike 
some of the “supermarket” brokers, they know the boats and their clients and are experts in the purchase and sale 
processes. In my most recent interaction they rapidly sold a yacht of mine which had been sitting outside the window 
of another well-known yacht broker for 6 months!

  valTer boughT The oceaniS 41 ‘cacheiro v’ - croaTia - 2020
What I can say about buying a boat from abroad with Antipode broker service; it’s just the best. I bought a Beneteau 
Oceanis 41 from 2013 in January 2020. They are honest and expert people who know what they are selling and know 
about boats. I learned and got a lot of advice from them.
First I saw a boat I found interesting on Antipode’s web site but it was sold quickly. When a similar boat came up, I got 
in touch with Antipode.  After I got some explanations on the owners and history of the boat I decided to go on with 
this boat.  I flew from Croatia to France to see the boat just for few hours in wintertime, last December.
When I saw that there is no reason to wait, I was just thinking how to pay the boat. The boat was exactly how was 
explained over the phone and much better, actually was ready to sail the same day. I didn’t do any more research with 
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experts or surveillance. I only asked to make a video to check the bottom. They cleaned the boat again, changed an 
anode and prepared sails and other little things for a long and demanding sail trip. Once I saw the condition of the 
boat I decided to pay.
After waiting few weeks for good forecast, me and my skipper friend, flew again to France near Vannes and  we 
decided to sail to Croatia across Biscay ,Gibraltar etc,26 days and night. The boat was no mistake, perfect boat for all 
kind of sailing, and today we have so much fun on it,  we almost live on that boat, that is how is perfect it is  for us.
All the best and do not worry with Antipode.

  yveS & PhiliPPe Sold The oceaniS 43 ‘imagine’ - croueSTy - 2020
Regular visitors of the Crouesty show, we contacted you for the sale of our Oceanis. My partner Philippe had noticed 
the impeccable presentation of the boats you were selling. You explained the conditions of presentation perfectly 
well, demanding, and very effective. You carefully finalised the last little details that had escaped us. The estimation, 
the implementation of the boat at the show, the negotiation, the lifting out of the water, the survey and the pape-
rwork were of a rare efficency, the sale was settled in a record time : the boat was sold the very first day ! Precision, 
concision, rigor, top note for Antipode ! One last word : Thank you !

  Jean-yveS boughT The dufour 385 ‘aliKea’ - belgium - 2020
Looking for a Dufour 385 Grand Large at the end of the 2019 season, I asked for information with various organisa-
tions in several European countries. Antipode was very responsive from the start, sending me a complete file with 
many detailed photos of the boat. Neat and friendly visit onboard, Mr Mouchel gave me confidence in this matter 
and in his organisation. As I sail based +-- 1000 km away from the place of the sale (North Sea, Belgium), the ‘remote’ 
service was crucial. My confidence in Antipode was confirmed by their advice and coordination for the survey, dere-
gistration, insurance, wintering and first maintenance work… Frankly, this professionalism exceeded my expecta-
tions. Bravo and thank you!

  Jean-JacqueS & chanTal Sold The dufour 385 ‘aliKea’ - locTudy - 2020
Sale carried out in 3 months by a competent and professional administrative and commercial team with good 
knowledge of the market. Website and presentation of the boat made with great care. Thanks François and Julie for 
their work and availability throughout the sale. To recommend.

  gérard & annaïcK boughT The anTareS 30 ‘azenor ii’ - arradon - 2020
Antipode, a truly competent team! We had decided after having owned several sailboats to buy a power boat which 
would allow us to navigate with speed and comfort on the entire French coast. During the last Mille Sabords, we 
visited several units, including a second hand ANTARES 30 Fly presented by Antipode. The welcome of the company 
director Jérôme and his deputy François was warm and professional. They made me visit the boat, gave all the expla-
nations, and the next day when I came back with my wife, it was the same thing. Without wanting to force the sale, 
they gave us very complete files on the boat and on the sales process. Everything was clearly explained. The rest was 
simple. Our offer was quickly accepted by the owner. Then after having had complete survey carried out and discove-
red some problems, the costs of upgrading the engine, not previously well maintained, was fully supported for by the 
owner following Jérôme’s and François objective intervention. The financial aspect of the purchase was no problem. 
The process that followed was extremely simplified; a recommendation by Antipode for a boat yard for the interven-
tion on the engine, information on the possibilities a place in the Crouesty port, etc. We were in permanent contact 
with Jérôme who arranged the new registration of the boat, kept in touch with the boat yard for the follow up of the 
work. We were fully looked after, supported, and secured and that until the planned takeover of the Antares. We are 
in a hurry to do so after this long lockdown due to the Covid 19 that has hit the world. Many thanks to the Antipode 
team, and especially to Jérôme and François, who have provided us with great support throughout the transaction 
and handover. And without any hesitation, when we will sell our boat, we will call Antipode.

  Thierry boughT The hallberg raSSy 29 ‘chamane’ - la rochelle - 2020
Throughout the purchase process and even after (for the administrative procedures), the Antipode staff were serious 
and reactive. After the purchase, I benefitted graciously from a handover of the boat by a professional skipper. To sum 
up: a team of efficient and helpful professionals that I would gladly recommend to anyone that wants to buy or sell.
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  Jacqueline Sold The oceaniS 40 cc ‘KochKa’ - lorienT - 2020
A big thank you to Jean-Baptiste Lemaire who gave me the right landmarks during the sale of my sailing boat. Jean-
Baptiste understood the heartbreak that the sale of this boat represented for me. He rounded off the difficulties that 
this separation represented, he prepared the ground while leaving me some amplitude. He allowed me, throughout 
the navigation in the negotiations to stay on course and avoid skidding. The period of the sale was punctuated by 
briefings that allowed me to keep spirits high. I’ve had the opportunity to sell 8 boats and I have never encountered 
such a listening, such kindness and such efficiency.

  bruno boughT The oceaniS 40 cc ‘KochKa’ - bordeauX - 2020
Soon to be retired with a head full of dreams of faraway navigations but little maritime experience, I decided to take 
the step from dream to reality. Yes, but a first purchase can quickly become a nightmare. I knew what I wanted. My 
requirements were based on the fact that I will be sailing on my own most of the time. An ad on the internet, a first 
phone contact with the Antipode agency, an appointment to see the boat of my dreams. Meeting with the team at 
the Mille Sabord show, and there I found the partner for my next adventures. They looked after everything. Once 
again thanks Jean-Baptiste Lemaire for his availability, sound advice, and his handling of the file from A to Z. I never 
felt that I was dealing with a seller or with a salesperson, but rather a witness of the transmission between the pre-
vious and the new owner. It’s beyond professionalism, it’s a whole state of mind.

  The comPany fil marine Sold The rhea 800 ‘florelien 5’ - SainT caST - 2020
Representing brands of demanding customers, we were very satisfied by François Mouchel’s availability and profes-
sionalism to help us sell this RHEA 800. Thanks to their network and experience, Antipode were able to make a sale 
possible where all parties were satisfied.

  Jean-claude boughT The dufour 34 ‘lion deS flandreS’ - breST - 2020
We were looking for the “one in a million”: a fast, comfortable sailing boat in perfect condition. We had been going 
through the ads looking for the cruiser-racer of our dreams. It was Antipode’s ad, perfectly clear and well docu-
mented that caught our attention. Then everything went very fast: contact and appointment to visit the boat with 
François Mouchel from Antipode. His complete and professional presentation and availability allowed us to make our 
decision from the first visit. Then François organised a meeting with the owner, sea trial, crane handling, survey…. 
The entire administrative part was ensured by Antipode: a perfect service. The transparency provided by François’ 
kindness during this transaction was a major asset for us. Thanks to the whole Antipode team for their professiona-
lism and warm contact.

  yveS boughT The bavaria 44 ‘falco’ - arzal - 2020
I met François Mouchel, sales representative at Antipode in an honest and upright fashion! What can I say, François 
showed me Falco, a Bavaria 44 moored in Brest. I did not have any doubts during the transaction. François came 
along for the sea trial and put me in touch with Jean-Paul, the previous owner, what a joy! Since then, before the 
lockdown, I have sailed with Jean-Paul to Arzal …. Thank you, François from Antipode. I’m preparing for a grand safe 
sail because I have a boat that is in great condition, thanks to your advice.

  Jean-Paul Sold The bavaria 44 ‘falco’ - breST - 2020
Trusting a stranger to sell the boat that we have cherished for many years is not easy. It was a friend of the pontoon 
that advised me the company Antipode. We made a good contact very quickly. All the preparation for the sale was 
done with confidence. François the representative of Antipode was available and at our service. There is no chitchat… 
everything is clear. The work is done seriously and in all transparency. My boat was sold at the right price within 3 
months. I thank François and the whole team. If I were to buy another boat, I know now who I would ask! Kenavo.

  anne & françoiS Sold The Sun odySSey 42.2 ‘araKao’ & boughT The rm 1200 ‘menehune ‘- croueSTy - 2020
When we contacted Antipode, we gave them a double challenge: sell our boat and find a new one suitable to our 
program. The mission was accomplished within 3 months! We saw the rigour and great professionalism of the team 
members. Antipode really stands out from its competitors by its approach to the “customer”: listening, dialogue and 
advice.
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  Paul-henri Sold The J88 ’manilo’ - leS SableS d’olonne - 2020
I contacted Antipode to sell my J88, a magnificent racer built by J Boats in Sable d’Olonne. This boat was however 
difficult to sell as it is a very recent boat, not much used and quite expensive for a sailboat of this size.  The market 
being almost non-existent in France, we managed to sell this boat in Russia thanks to Antipode’s network and close 
to the set price. So very satisfied of this operation.

  STéPhanie & régiS boughT The oceaniS 31 ‘eglanTine 4’ - la Turballe - 2020
We wish to thank the Antipode team for their professionalism, their sympathy and availability. Indeed, for us it concer-
ned a transition from the world of power boats to that of sailing with all the questions and worries that comes with. 
The company Antipode knew how to answer our questionings and allowed us to slowly immerse in the world of 
sailing. With all our thanks. Don’t hesitate to contact them.

  conSTance & cyril Sold The dufour 425 ‘hoggar’ - nanTeS - 2020
We called Antipode for a second time to help us find a boat for a family tour of the Atlantic. Once again, the team 
was very reactive and professional, and we found a boat that answered all our requirements. We made our trip over 
6 months without any problem and resold our boat through Antipode in a record time upon our return. We will cer-
tainly call them for a future purchase.

  nicolaS boughT The a 31 ‘barouf’ - SainT nazaire - 2020
Novice in the world of cruising and racing, I bought my first IRC racing boat with Antipode. The experience was ex-
cellent from start to finish and Antipode provided impeccable service in all respects. Personally, I always felt that they 
listened to me and I felt safe which is really important as a buyer. Jérôme Le Joubioux and all the interlocutors I dealt 
with were exemplary. The Antipode team were great protectors of my interests as a buyer. Then technically, it was 
flawless, all the information was clear, sent to all. Finally, financially; clarity and seriousness at all stages, everything 
happened quickly, smoothly and in good harmony. It is a very, very high-level sales service. I sincerely hope to have 
more opportunities to work with Antipode.

  Jean-yveS Sold The a31 ‘barouf’ - TriniTé Sur mer - 2020
To sell my A31, based in La Trinité sur Mer and me in Paris, I called upon Antipode’s services on the recommenda-
tions of several marine professionals. I had the opportunity to exchange with Jérôme Le Joubioux and Jean-Baptiste 
Lemaire and I immediately realised that I was talking to experienced sailors that knew how to take into account all 
the components allowing to sell my boat at the right price. I appreciated the all-inclusive service along with the rela-
tionship of mutual trust. I recommend all the seriousness and professionalism of Antipode.

  Thierry & corinne boughT The oceaniS 41.1 ‘erval’ - croueSTy - 2020
I happened to be on the pontoons of the “Mille Sabord“ show in the autumn of 2019. I met the Antipode team and 
quickly felt at ease. They showed me a boat that could suit me by talking about the navigation aspects and this wit-
hout harassing me with sales arguments. The visit was pleasant and went well. They always had a serious answer to 
my questions. I quickly made the purchase. This is when I most appreciated all the seriousness of the company: follow 
up, advice, punctuality, availability.  I can only recommend this broker company. I will certainly call them when I will 
sell my boat and buy the next one.

  PhiliPPe & michèle Sold The SuPer maramu 2000 ‘oli’ - quiberon - 2020
The sale of our Super Maramu 2000 was greatly facilitated by the professionalism and devotion of the Antipode team, 
with a special mention for Jean-Baptiste Lemaire. From our first meeting, he established a relationship of trust that 
has only grown stronger thanks to his great availability and seriousness. He constantly kept us informed after each 
visit, not counting his time and always in a very friendly manner. He took care of all the paperwork and gave excellent 
advice on how to put the boat in the best conditions for the sale.
We received the payment at the end of the sale very quickly, which does not harm!
We warmly thank Antipode and recommend them for any transaction without any hesitations.
Thanks again Jean-Baptiste and good luck for the future!
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  françoiSe Sold The Sun odySSey 44i ‘maelo’ - croueSTy - 2020
It was on the recommendations of a friend that I decided to entrust Antipode with the sale of my Sun Odyssey 44 I. I 
really appreciated Jerôme Le Joubioux’s  kindness and respect as it was a very difficult stage for me. The contact was 
clear, simple, without problems, and the file given to any seller is very well explained and complete. I recognize the 
professionalism of the team and Antipode found a buyer for my boat in a very short time,  while taking into account 
my desire to find a new owner that would be as serious and meticulous as my husband was. They took care of eve-
rything, all necessary steps, from the detailed inventory to preparing the boat for the sale. They solved all the techni-
cal problems so that the boat would be delivered to the buyer in the best conditions. I can only praise the professio-
nalism of the Antipode team and highly recommend them without any hesitations. I will certainly talk about them 
if any of my friends want to sell their boat. I take this opportunity to thank Jérôme and the whole team once again.

  yveS Sold The oceaniS 40 ‘Tamarin’ - vanneS - 2020
A few months ago, I entrusted Antipode with the sale of my Oceanis 40 as I know that they have large customer base. 
Jérôme Le Joubioux proved to be a major asset for the smooth running of this project. His professionalism allowed 
him to reach our common objective very quickly. From the first contact I was seduced and put at ease. The team is 
dynamic, discrete, reactive, and always available. Thanks again for this great achievement.

  Serge Sold The Sun odySSey 32 ‘l’illiade’ - PorT haliguen - 2020
We sold our Sun Odyssey 32 I through Antipode. We had an excellent contact with Jérôme Le Joubioux and from 
the start we appreciated the seriousness and rigour of their sales protocol. Initially I was very sceptical about the 
sales deadline announced by Antipode which seemed unrealisable considering the second-hand boat market and 
the constraints of the calendar. In fact this sale took place within a very short time, and we were able to very quickly 
realise our new project to acquire a larger boat and sail as of this summer an even benefit from the advice of the 
expert chosen by Antipode when purchasing our new boat. We recommend the professionalism, the seriousness and 
friendliness of Antipode.

  Jeanne & guy Sold The feeling 416 ‘Treca 2’ - TriniTé Sur mer - 2020
Thanks to the company Antipode, we sold our boat, a FEELING 416 from 1998, within 3 months. We were the third 
owners and had been sailing for ten years. Even though our Feeling is in perfect condition and fully equipped for a 
world tour, the sale which we had decided because of our age, was not easy. We had the chance to meet Antipode 
who take took care of the sale of our boat. The sales strategy of this company, the dynamism and seriousness of the 
team, whose advice we followed, allowed for the boat to be sold within 3 months (put on sale on 19-03-01 sale signed 
19-05-20). We are satisfied with the sale price and the seriousness of the transactions carried out by the company 
Antipode. We were lucky to have met this yacht brokerage company and were right to listen to their advice.

  yveS boughT The Sun odySSey 30i ‘niobe’ - arzal - 2020
To buy our first sailboat, we found the advice and support that we were looking for from Antipode.  The complete file 
for the description of the boat, the accompaniment during the visit, the organisation of the lifting out of the water 
and the survey, the handover on the day of the delivery: I had never bought a boat and it was a first successful expe-
rience.

  marc boughT The eTaP 37S ‘yagan’ - belgium - 2019
As I was looking for an Etap 37S I ended up on Yagan this winter at the Caudard boatyard. Jean-Baptiste was waiting 
for me there, the heating was on in the boat. He explained the advantages of this boat compared to other Etaps of 
the same type. I wonder if it was Jean-Baptiste’s charm and good mood or the boat’s aspect compared to the others 
I had seen that influenced my decision. I bought the boat.
During a second visit we spoke about a price and the possibility of making an offer. Finally, he really helped me with 
the purchase, the administrative formalities, the contact with the previous owner (that lives 200 m away from me in 
Brussels), the boatyard, the survey at the moment of the purchase, etc. And once the boat had been paid the service 
continued through to the launch of the boat. Jean-Baptiste even organised getting my car to the port where my boat 
will be this summer.
His colleagues and himself are really a nice team, impeccable and professional. Bravo and thanks to you all.
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  anne & bruce Sold The liPari 41 ‘auSTraliS’ - auSTralia - 2018
When we were faced with selling our foreign registered yacht in France, we were helped all the way by the very pro-
fessional team at Antipode.  Not only did the team find a number of serious buyers within weeks of listing, Jerome 
and Jean-Baptiste provided exceptional service and professional advise at every step along the way.  We could not 
have been happier with the whole process. We highly recommend Antipode as a trusted and professional yacht bro-
kerage.

  Trudi & arno boughT The amel SanTorin ‘forban 3’ - vanneS - 2019
We were already looking for a long time to an Amel Santorin and were impressed by the good maintenance of the 
Amel Santorin that was offered by Antipode. Thanks to the negotiation of Clément and Jerome we could agree upon 
a price with the previous owner. We are still in the traject of the aftersales (private circumstances), because we did not 
launch the boat jet. But we experience the aftersales support as very good, generous and professional. Although the 
Amel has some specific technical solutions we are not familiar with, Antipode is very well informed about the boat 
and we can ask him any time.

  marK Sold The Sun odySSey 26 ‘alizé’ - arradon - 2019
We put the cart before the horse and ordered our new boat before selling the old one!  We had purchased our Sun-
Odyssey 26 five years ago through Antipode  and the purchase went smoothly so it was natural to let Antipod handle 
her sale.  Beneteau only made a few hundred of them so it’s not a well known boat, and we worried that it might not 
go before the new boat came. In the event, Jerome pulled the rabbit out of the hat and sold her in the nick of time.  
Thanks again to Antipod, for a no-stress transaction.

  andré Sold The bavaria 38 ‘Tandem’ - TriniTé Sur mer - 2019
Antipode is a professional team!
From the initial contact, you are very well guided, everything is well explained verbally and the little file they give you 
is there to confirm all the events that follow.
Then nothing but joy, you are very well kept up to date of what’s happening by e-mail and they also go out of their 
way to phone to keep you informed.
If any little problem arises, they will give you support and find a solution.
The different phases are settled with documents that are very clear and the financial payments, down payment and 
balance, are settled without delay!
I can warmly recommend Antipode without any hesitations. It was already thanks to a recommendation that I lear-
ned about them.
Bravo and thanks to everyone, especially to Jérôme who took me under his wing.

  JacqueS boughT The bavaria 33 ‘arrimoana’ - arzon - 2019
Buying an under equipped boat that required substantial upgrading is not an easy exercise and knowing perfectly 
well what I want and don’t want it was with a very critical eye that I visited this Bavaria 33. Jérôme Le Joubioux proved 
to be a true negotiator with real advice, courtesy and respect. The necessary investments were made, the sailing boat 
is now exactly as we want her and is making us very happy. Thanks!

  marTine & guy Sold The oceaniS 45 ‘ere nahia ii’ - lorienT - 2019
We testify all our satisfaction to the Antipode’s sales team represented by Jérôme Le Joubioux and Jean-Baptiste 
Lemaire as our Oceanis 45 ERE NAHIA II was wold within 2 months.
Indeed, the presentation on the website is very professional with complete 360° vision photos of the interior as well 
as of the equipment, highlighting all the care that we have given to the maintenance and decoration of this boat. It’s 
a lot of yourself that you show and we are very happy to know that that the new owner will continue to make this 
boat sail with a great transatlantic navigation program.

  Thierry Sold The Pogo 1050 ‘maiTo’ - PorquerolleS and boughT The XP38 ‘eXTrado’ - vanneS - 2019
When I decided to sell my Pogo 1050 I called upon the services of a broker in the Mediterranean but after 6 unsuc-
cessful months I decided to change and came across Antipode’s website. They were selling the XP 38 that I was 
interested in; very quickly I had a good contact with the interlocutors at Antipode and I asked them to sell my boat 
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before I could buy the XP 38. Soon enough Mr Le Joubioux contacted me for a visit of the Pogo that was in Porque-
rolles, the sale was quickly done with the purchaser at the conditions offered. Being very professional and reactive, 
Antipode looked after everything on the technical and administrative level.
I was able to buy my new boat with the same quality of service and I thank the Antipode team that made a great 
job and I know the difficulties as I have already sold two boats myself with all the paperwork and difficult visits 
involved…. And Antipode continues the follow up even after the sale which is even more appreciable. So 200% satis-
faction for Antipode!

  Cécile & guillaume boughT The rm 1200 ‘Penn gwen’ - lorienT - 2019
From the first visit and throughout the whole sales process, we were accompanied by an available, friendly, com-
petent and attentive team. The whole process was carried out quickly and very efficiently, notably when it came to 
the negotiation of the selling price. On the administrative level, they looked after everything (very nice as we don’t 
enjoy paperwork very much!).
For the handover of the boat Jean-Baptiste Lemaire proved to be very available, kind and professional. Those 2 days 
were very informative and pleasant and allowed us to take control of the boat very quickly.
A Big thank you to the whole team.

  nicolaS Sold The ovni 36 ‘zingaro’ - lorienT - 2019
Selling your boat is not an easy thing to do, especially after 25 years of loyal service and over 30 000 nautical miles 
together!  I could not mess up the end. And it’s in these delicate moments that you appreciate the professionalism of 
the people that accompany you. The Antipode team and in particular Jérôme Le Joubioux were just that: professio-
nal, precise, attentive, always giving good advice and at the right distance to carry through the transaction.
And Jérôme did not only win our highest esteem but also that of our buyer! So here we say, “bravo and thank you!” If 
it was to do all over again? Without hesitation, Antipode and Jérôme! If I one day decide to buy another boat? Anti-
pode! Do I recommend Antipode? YES!

  STePhane boughT The nord STar 28 ‘malafa’ - lorienT - 2019
You would really have to be dishonest to have something negative to say! Indeed, Mr Le Joubioux is a true professio-
nal, very well organised and very kind. For the purchase of my boat, things went perfectly well; visit, sea trial, lifting 
out of the water, delivery, paperwork. To conclude, I highly recommend this company and I take the opportunity to 
thank Mr Le Joubioux and the whole Antipode team again.

  berTrand Sold The dufour 34 ‘maiSSaï’ and boughT The dufour 405 ‘oceanide viii’ - TriniTé Sur mer - 2019
Thanks to the Antipode team that knew how to manage the sale of my previous boat and the purchase of the new 
one in a very professional way.
Antipode accompanied me throughout the different phases of the transaction during and after the sale.
I gladly recommend this company and its team whose seriousness is something that you don’t see often enough in 
the boating business.

  Sylvaine & raymond Sold The dufour 405 ‘oceanide viii’ - arzon - 2019
Our Dufour 405 had been on sale for a few months without much success. After having met JB Lemaire we let Anti-
pode look after the transaction as well as all administrative formalities.

Everything was carried out as quickly as possible.
Efficiency and professionalism are the key words of this small team.
Thanks again to our interlocutor JB Lemaire.

  SébaSTien boughT The aluminium 46 feeT boaT ‘verT déSerT’ - PolyneSia - 2019
Thanks to the whole Antipode team for their skill and availability, especially Julie and Clément. The purchase of a 
boat, an aluminium sailboat of 46 feet was possible thanks to the good sensible advice Mr Dorso gave me. He took 
the necessary time for everything to go smoothly. I highly recommend.

  caroline & PaTrice boughT The Sun odySSey 42.2 ‘bella ciao’ - morlaiX - 2019
Bella Ciao, the Sun Odyssey 42.2 we bought in November 2018 at the Mille Sabord second hand boat fair with Anti-
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pode is now based in Morlaix.
The navigations we have made from our home port are at the week-end towards the Aberwrach or the Lannion bay 
(Locquirec), the 7 îles and Perros- Guirec in an enviable comfort.
We have also made longer cruises with a complete sense of security sailing to the Scilly Isles, off the Welsh coast, 
Guernsey and the Channel Islands. Unexpected and unforeseen encounter with Antipode on the pontoons at the 
Mille Sabord in Le Crouesty. After looking for a boat for over 18 months between Le Havre et La Rochelle we decided 
to go to the largest French boating trade fair. We spotted 3 boats under 40 feet. Disappointment. Each time the gene-
ral condition was doubtful or the price above our means! And then, walking around the pontoons a Sun Odyssey 
42.2. The general appearance is irreproachable. The navigation equipment was complete. A discussion with the seller 
shows his professionalism and that of the company that he represents. We were well advised! We also felt confident. 
A negotiation started and a sale agreement that was acceptable to us was found. We were won over! The only pro-
blem, the boat was larger than planned for and the budget exceeded. Notwithstanding we decided to buy her as she 
corresponded to our current life project. Navigation and life onboard for 18 months and then preparation of the boat 
followed by a sail across the Atlantic and around the world.
We have been sailing for 6 months and our satisfaction is matching our wishes for comfort and life on board.

  franKie & STuarT boughT The SwifT Trawler 34 ‘ohana’ - JerSey - 2018 
After our initial viewing of a new Swift Trawler 34 at Lorient (which we had no intention of buying!) Jerome could not 
have been more helpful. Living in Jersey meant that all the negotiations were by email or phone and at every stage 
Jerome or one of his team would answer questions promptly (in excellent English) including technical queries.
Jerome and crew delivered the boat by trailer to St Malo at the end of May and made sure all was well during the 
handover. There were a couple of gel coat flaws that needed repair and it was agreed to return the boat to St Malo 
in September. We have just returned to Jersey having had the repairs fixed as agreed. The work was carried out on 
the scheduled date by Pascal from Beneteau and a Cummins engineer also checked the engine. They were both very 
professional and the work was completed promptly without any mess or disruption.
We are really happy with the boat and we would not hesitate to recommend Antipode and especially Jerome who 
is very professional in every way.

  roland Sold The oceaniS 523 ‘gunSan’ - Sweden -2018
I bought the boat new from Jerome in France before he started Antipode and was very happy with his support and 
the responsibility he took to make sure that I was a happy client. When I decided to sell the boat 10 yers later in Mar-
tinique it was a given to contact Antipode for the sale. Not only did they sell basically on the day when I wanted and 
the price I asked. They also took all and full responsibility in making the transaction and the transfer to the new owner 
as smooth as it could be for all parties. 
When I will buy a new boat I will definitely use Antipode again.

  franSiSco boughT The firST 40 ‘uruKai’ - PorTugal - 2018
I have purchased an used sail boat in 2018 through Antipode. I was highly impressed by quality of the services of 
Jerôme le Joubioux and his team at all stages of the process. They have provided in a proper manner all the informa-
tion on both the boat and the formalities required to complete the transaction, intervened in a constructive way in 
the negotiation process, and once the deal was closed, organised and assisted very diligently in all steps required to 
complete the delivery of the boat in Portugal.
Notwithstanding Antipode has been engaged by the seller, I soon felt that I was dealing with a very professional and 
reliable counterparty, and this has greatly contributed for the successful completion of the transaction.’

  benoiT boughT The JPK 960 ‘STergann’ - la rochelle - 2018
First of all, the ad was very clear and had many pictures.
The description of the boat was detailed enough to give a very good idea of the general condition.
In addition to this, Jean-Baptiste and the whole team were very professional in organizing; sea trials, lifting the boat 
out for the expertise, repairs of the sails that were required, picking up the materials left with the previous owner, and 
in particular negotiating and fixing a defaulting electronic sensor.
The service was really perfect and Jean-Baptiste’s skills were the best for the purchase of this kind of boat ...
Nothing to complain about. It was a pleasure to do business with Antipode.
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  chriSTian Sold The moody 44 ‘baba Jaga’ - PorT blanc - 2018
I am happy to have called upon the services of Antipode, a real broker who gives his time and his fair and reasoned 
estimate for the price of the boat. This allowed the sale of the boat to be negotiated in a record time without any 
worries, all with very friendly and helpful professionals. Bravo.
1 month later, having already bought another boat, I have met many sellers some of whom called themselves bro-
kers, I saw the difference. It is clear from the moment you visit their website, sometimes these second-hand boats 
don’t even have pictures nor a description.
One of my relatives plans to sell his boat, it is certain that he will call Antipode!

  bruno boughT The moody 44 ‘baba Jaga’ - la rochelle - 2018 
My experience with Jean-Baptiste at Antipode has been extremely positive.
Negotiating with the owner was easy and fast due to immediate answer to any inquiry.
Jean-Baptiste was very clear and honest in his and description of the boat.
We even came up with a list of works that should be done on this boat.
The service they offered was totally professional from paper works to picking me up at the station.
No doubt when I will sell this Moody 44 will I use their services again.

  francoiS Sold The dufour 405 ‘PouTchi’ - PorT la forêT - 2018
I want to congratulate Antipode for their very professional and efficient intervention. I also had the demonstration of 
the usefulness of your network, especially in northern Europe.

  linda & roberT boughT The dufour 40e ‘KerKennaK’ - Sweden -2018
We are very pleased with Antipode as broker for our Dufour 40e Performance. 
Jerome was our main contact and helped us through out the purchase process. The support for viewing the boat, 
paper work and delivery was excellent and trustworthy.
We also received valuable and relevant information about the waters near Arzon and for safely passing Brest.

  caTherine & ingo Sold The anTarèS 8.80 ‘eiSvogel’ - germany - 2018
After more than two years of vain efforts to try to find a buyer for our boat that was moored in the port St Gilles Croix 
de Vie (Vendée - France), we contacted Antipode. Living in Germany (far away from Vendée) and not able to come on 
a regular basis, it was rather difficult to sell the boat by ourselves. The first contact with Antipode was in November 
2017. Our boats was quickly sold in January - February 2018 thanks to the great efforts of the entire Antipode team ! 
A very big thank you to the whole Antipode team and particularly to Jérôme Le Joubioux for his professionalism and 
availability. When selling a boat it is very important to be able to count on an objective advice. The transaction went 
quickly and more than anything was facilitated by the availability of the whole Antipode team. A very professional, 
sympathetic and efficient team, always listening to their clients’ request. All our exchanges were honest, direct and 
friendly. To recommend absolutely!!!

  frédéric Sold The Sun faST 3200 ‘eTna’ - croueSTy - 2018
Jérôme Le Joubioux that had done a splendid job selling my X 332 in 2010, sold my Sun Fast 3200 in May at the price 
we estimated and within the time expected. Jérôme did more than finding a buyer and overseeing the necessary 
repairs required before the sale of my Sun Fast so that the buyer discovered a perfectly healthy boat.

  olivier Sold The Sun faST 32i ‘Jog ii’ - croueSTy - 2018
When you own a boat it is never easy to let go, so when you sell you want it to go well. In September 2017, I decided 
to sell our Sun Fast 32i, ‘JOG 2’. I wanted to entrust a serious provider - partner. After various contacts I choose ANTI-
PODE, represented by Jérôme Le Joubioux. From the beginning and all along the selling procedure, the relationship 
was courteous, serious, direct, all in all efficient and professional. The sale was carried through in the timing that I 
had set for myself (spring 2018). The ANTIPODE team looked after everything, from the smallest details, present and 
available, the ANTIPODE team fulfilled their role, including in the unavoidable last negotiations. A big THANK YOU to 
the whole team.
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  emmanuel boughT The Sun odySSey 33 ‘SchadoK’ - lorienT - 2018
With the purchase of this boat, I appreciated Jérôme Le Joubioux’s competence, effectiveness and objectivity, in the 
information provided, the sea trial and the improvements of the boat. The sailing boat corresponds to the cruising 
program that I had given him. He quickly got me two competitive offers: a new set of sails well adapted to my pro-
gram and an insurance. The problem with the reefing system was quickly solved before the sale with the support of 
a rigging specialist. I was given complementary information after the sale when I had questions. I’m happy with the 
navigations on this sailing boat, after 40 000 nautical miles on other boats.

  andré boughT The aKilaria ‘K7’ - germany - 2018
What excellent experience it was to buy my boat from abroad! Antipode did everything they could to make it comfor-
table. I had already made close inspection on several Class40 in Germany, Netherlands and in the UK before finding 
this boat in France. Living abroad, I did not wish to travel before having enough information and having summoned 
a surveyor. This means that I had regular contact over the phone with Jérôme and Jean-Baptiste. Very quickly I felt – 
even over the phone – that the people I was dealing with were competent, proudly devoted to their profession, and 
... honest! The seller as well proved to be very sincere which made the whole transaction very pleasant. This despite 
several administrative pitfalls that were each methodically solved by Antipode. After the sale, once again Antipode 
helped me in so many ways that I felt completely spoiled. Thanks to the whole team! Please know that I will definitely 
call upon your services in a couple of years.

  nicole & gilleS boughT The dufour 455 ‘mandalay’ - SwiTzerland - 2018
Thank you so much to the whole Antipode team for professionalism and availability shown during the whole time 
of purchase of our Dufour 455 GL. Jérôme Le Joubioux and Clément Dorso both ensured a great communication 
between the previous owners and ourselves. They gave us clear answers to each of our questions. We were happy to 
be surrounded by competent people that know the sailing boats that they sell very well as well as the nautical envi-
ronment in general. It’s by far the best experience that we have had in the business of selling and buying boats. We 
recommend them without hesitation.

  agnèS & Jean-claude Sold The ovni 345 ‘Sanderling’ - croueSTy - 2018
A successful sale is when ‘the buyer and the seller are both completely satisfied’
When Mr Jean-Baptiste LEMAIRE contacted me for the sale of my boat, I handed him a detailed inventory without 
much conviction thinking ‘we’ll see ...’, then the contact was established. He was very available, listened to us, and 
knew how to bring us and the buyer closer to a realistic price that could be accepted by both parties, very professio-
nal! I thank ‘Antipode’ for the quality of the work done, the clarity and the way they looked after my boat. We thank 
the entire Antipode team, if another opportunity comes up, I will renew my confidence.

  giovanni boughT The dufour 310 ‘an aSKell’ - iTaly - 2018
The experience with Antipode was extremely positive, for the purchase of my first sailboat, that I consider one of the 
most difficult cases. I believe to be a very difficult and demanding customer, because all must be clear to me till the 
smallest detail. Jérôme was able to help and to support me all along the negotiation, till the boat handover, with 
professionalism and courtesy. I would recommend him without any hesitation.

  bruce boughT The liPari 41 ‘willow’ - auSTralia - 2017
When buying a second hand yacht overseas, the need to find a trustworthy and knowledgeable agent is paramount.  
Antipode was that agency for us.  From fielding all our initial questions, organizing the test sail and survey, and pro-
viding after sale service that went beyond expectations, Antipode Yachts delivered everything we could wish for. 
From the outset, Jean-Baptiste’s knowledge and honesty gave us the confidence to purchase our boat here in France 
and have her fitted out and prepared for the journey home to Australia.  Catharina gave fantastic support, promptly 
answering every question, organizing all the paperwork involved in registering a foreign-owned vessel and even 
arranging that all work carried out on our boat prior to her departure was done tax free. Thanks so much guys.  You 
are a class act!
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  Per-gunnar boughT The Jeanneau 57 ‘STerenn ii’ - Sweden - 2017
I was looking for a Jeanneau 57 on the YachtWorld website. I found one that met my basic criteria. The boat was in 
its home port in Lorient, France.
I then contacted the boat Broker Antipode Yachts. Since I am Swedish and live in Sweden, I asked if they had someone 
who could communicate with me in Swedish. They did, which helped me a lot when we continued the negotiations.
It has been a great pleasure to be helped by Antipode Yachts. They have really been present on all fronts. Nice treat-
ment as well as straight and organized.
The only thing that was a little difficult was that the owner had put the boat on sale with two brokerage companies, 
which meant that sales became a bit messy when several buyers were interested with the boat at the same time,  and 
no one had overall responsibility. In Sweden, I’m not used to work with several brokers at the same time.
But if someone asks me if I trust Antipode, then I without hesitation would be able to recommend Antipode to do 
business from abroad.

  erwan Sold The Jeanneau 57 ‘STerenn ii’ - lorienT - 2017
I sold my 57ft sailboat with the help of Antipode. Reactivity, efficiency and professionalism are their assets. For the 
price of this type of unit, I was particularly impressed of the speed between the creation of the online ad and the visits 
of customers on board. Chilly and septic at the start, today Jérôme LE JOUBIOUX and his Assistant Catharina HOLM-
BERG have all my confidence and my gratitude. Unfortunately, in the sailing industry, I had been disappointed by the 
paradox between the commercial speech and the reality of the facts. With the exception of Antipode! As proof, if it 
were possible, I would have signed my next 64 feet, new, with Antipode and not with my current dealer. This goes to 
say that trust is easier to lose than to win.

  rené boughT The dufour 38 ‘Jameryn’ - breST - 2018
Thanks to the Antipode team and particularly to Jérôme Le Joubioux for his professionalism and availability. When 
you buy a boat, it is really important to be able to count on objective advice even though the person is concerned 
by the successful result of the sale.

  françoiSe boughT range boaT 39 ‘PauSe’ - la rochelle - 2018
I already knew Jérôme Le Joubioux from prior transactions (sale of 2 sailing boats and the purchase of another 2). 
When it was time to sell the actual boat and buy another one it was normal for me to call Antipode as it had gone 
really well the previous times.
I had a pretty clear idea for my new boat, his team understood my wishes perfectly well. The sale and purchase tran-
sactions were super-fast (just over one month). The support was perfect and I’m very happy with my purchase. Thank 
you again and well done to the whole team.

  anToine boughT The Sun odySSey 40 ‘So haPPy’- nanTeS - 2018
I contacted Antipode after having seen that they had a Sun Odyssey 40 for sale. I dealt with Jean-Baptiste Lemaire 
with whom I had a good contact straight away. First of all, he listened to my project and then told me about the boat’s 
history and specific details. We then agreed to visit the boat. We made a thorough visit, each question was answered, 
he really knows his case, it’s very pleasant. Sales agreement, survey, insurance, sale, the support is complete. All went 
really well, Catharina and Jean-Baptiste is a great team and I’m very grateful.

  geoffrey Sold The dufour 38 ‘Jameryn’ - uniTed Kingdom - 2018
Our decision to change yachts was taken very unexpectedly and near the end of the season. Luckily, earlier in the 
year,  we had met with the Antipode team when we viewed a possible new yacht, and were immediately impressed 
with the great level of expertise and efficiency. It was therefore a very easy decision to place the sale in their safe 
hands. The advice on how to prepare the boat for sale, and the speed that the details were generated for the web led 
to a very quick sale – and at a realistically good price. Throughout the transaction Antipode was dynamic, solving a 
number of problems, and managing payment, and numerous queries from the potential buyers. An agreed sale was 
finalised within 6 weeks of our first placing the boat on the market – and this in late autumn when buyers might be 
expected to be thin on the ground. I would highlight the excellent day to day contact with developments and offers 
being fully explained. The paper work, transfer of funds, and documentation, on the completion of the sale was all 
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done quickly and accurately.’
In summary we were delighted at the service we received from Antipode and would strongly recommend them to 
any potential seller. We will certainly use them again if and when we decide to sell a boat !

  yveS Sold The Pogo 40 ‘bongo’ - croueSTy - 2017
In March 2017, I decided to sell my Pogo 40 cruising version, based at Crouesty, before the end of 2017. Upon a 
recommendation, I met Jerome Le Joubioux from Antipode.
I must say that I was totally satisfied with the relationship with Mr Le Joubioux, throughout this operation which 
lasted a few months.
Both in terms of the evaluation of my boat, the fixing the sale price, the online ads on the internet, visits (many that 
I have never attended), sea trials (only 1 with the ‘final buyer’), negotiations and the final sale with an Australian 
client, everything was done with great clarity, simplicity and professionalism.
And I never lost time with fake buyers!
Finally, I sold my boat in October 2017 as I wished and I kept an excellent relationship with my buyer.

  STéPhane Sold The oceaniS 43 ‘gwen aSKell’ - guilvinec - 2017
Well done for the Antipode teal for the sale of our Oceanis 43. The transaction was quick and carried out in a climate 
of trust and simplicity. This team looks for the best compromise between the seller and the buyer, and totally respect 
the commitments made. To be recommended.

  danièle boughT The Pogo 850 ‘bigorn’ô’ - lorienT - 2017
I am delighted to have used Antipode’s services to buy my new sailing boat this summer.
The transaction went fast and was made easy by the availability of the whole Antipode team. Great follow up, very 
professional and efficient team, attentive to their jclients’ requests. Thank you!

  eric boughT The maXi 1100 ‘valmarine’ - lorienT - 2017
The purchase of a boat is always a great moment, very important, in the life of a sailor.
Jérôme Le Joubioux is a great listener, he took the time to understand what type of navigation I was looking for, he 
knew how to advice me and make me profit from his knowledge all along the transaction. He is a true professional; 
he knows his limits and does not hesitate to ask other professionals if there is any doubt on a particular question, he 
keeps his words before, during and especially after the transaction.
This allowed me to take the step, in good faith, and buy the boat of my dreams.
A big thank you to the Antipode team.

  david & barbara boughT The Sun odySSey 439 ‘glam’ - auSTralia - 2017
We purchased a 4 year old Jeanneau 439 through Antipode. As we live in Australia and the yacht was in France we 
decided against visiting and instead relied upon the comments, advice and opinions of Jean-Baptiste. While we did 
have some trepidation at first we quickly found that we had no need for concern. Jean-Baptiste is very knowled-
geable and friendly and displayed the highest integrity throughout our dealings and was very honest in his appraisal 
and description of the vessel. He also displayed that integrity when commenting that he has to represent the inte-
rest of the seller and will not ignore this. Any enquiry was answered almost immediately and even after the sale the 
assistance and advice offered by Antipode were exceptional. We noted that Jean-Baptiste, Catharina and Jérôme 
work seamlessly together, which may be why any enquiry is answered so promptly and why they have such a vast 
knowledge of local sailing and marine resources. If buying another boat I would go back to Antipode and would 
do the same if selling my vessel. Antipode displayed a high level of integrity, were professional, experienced and 
knowledgeable and we have no hesitation in highly recommend their services.  

  Sven & hilde boughT The PreSTige 39 ‘carPe diem’ - norway - 2017
Me and my wife didn’t entirely know what we were doing when we looked for a boat abroad. We fell for the Jean-
neau Prestige 39 which was for sale in multiple countries. It was then we stumbled across your website, Antipode. 
The website was clean, professional and helpful. We contacted Catharina via mail and from there the process was 
problem free.
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Catharina is Swedish and made a lot easier for me to communicate. My knowledge of the English language is lacking, 
and it was therefore easier to speak with a fellow Scandinavian in our respective languages.
I must excuse all the silly questions that I asked and praise the patience Catharina, Jean-Baptiste and Jerome has 
shown. I didn’t know anything about importing a boat, but Team Antipode helped me through everything. I am very 
pleased with the service. Feedback, follow-up, payment, customer service, professionalism and everything else has 
been top notch. I can therefore without a doubt recommend their services to anyone.
It’s been a while since the boat has arrived in Norway, and it is used regularly. We are extremely happy with our pur-
chase and with your service.
Again, I must say thank you to Jean-Baptiste, Catharina and Jerome. I

  inigo & veronica boughT The firST 33.7 ‘locmalo’ - SPain - 2017
Our experience with Antipode has been excellent. Either from complete boat’s information, arranging the visits on 
the water and ashore, to negotiating with the owner or facilitating every document for the export and Register. 
Always supportive and friendly attitude.
I would no doubt repeat. Thanks to all the Antipode’s team.

  claude Sold The dufour 455 grand large ‘c choueTTe’ - greece - 2017
In two years on my own I did not manage to sell my Dufour 455 Grand Large. Thanks to Antipode’s services the sale 
was carried out in a few months. With the buyer we are both very happy that we called on this very professional com-
pany. Hence many thanks to Jérôme Le Joubioux and his team.

  david boughT The Xc 42 ‘vicaro’ - uniTed STaTeS - 2017
I was very interested in acquiring an XC 42, and none were available in my home country, the USA.  One was available 
from Antipode, and I worked primarily with Jean-Baptiste on the technical aspects.  In addition to providing me with 
the standard description of the yacht, he answered my questions and was able to provide me with more detailed 
information, which gave me the confidence to proceed with the survey.  The survey went well.  I was able to spend 
the requisite time going over the boat with a surveyor, and we concluded the visit with a test sail off Lorient after the 
surveyor had departed.  I appreciated Jean-Baptiste’s forthrightness, knowledge, and pleasantness.  With Catharina 
Holmberg’s and Jean-Baptiste’s assistance, we were able to work through any delays that occurred in completing the 
transaction and the re-documentation of the vessel.  We decided to leave the boat in Lorient for nine months and 
sail in Europe, and Jean-Baptiste and Catharina were very helpful providing me with information so that I could make 
arrangements for insurance, outfitting, care of the boat during this period, and other details. We also greatly appre-
ciated Jean-Baptiste sailing with us for a day so that we could begin to learn the boat.

  yveS boughT The moJiTo 888 ‘fille du Trého’ - TriniTé Sur mer - 2017
What a number that Antipode ! It is also an exceptional broker in Vannes that assists you with cordiality in the pur-
chase and sale of boats. Since 50 years I’ve sold and bought my boats by myself. Coming of age I tried to sell Coloane 
an  11m Etap that I sailed with for 10 years over 10 000 n miles. I asked around the good professionals in La Trinté sur 
Mer that sent me to Antipode. Two exceptional men with a heavy background of sailing and transactions. Two great 
professionals. Very organized, efficient, available, precise, polite, solid, realistic and honest!
Very satisfied with the sale of Coloan, I bought my Fille du Trého a one year old Mojito 888  with them. Antipode 
resolved all the issues after the survey with much elegance. In their line of work they are the best that I have met. Real 
boat lovers.

  gilleS boughT The oceaniS 31 dl ‘viminicK’ - TriniTé Sur mer - 2017
I contacted Antipode for the purchase of an Oceanis 31 DL based in La Trinité. Jean-Baptiste Lemaire was the person 
that I was in touch with throughout the whole time of the transaction. Professional, reactive and nice, our exchanges 
were always honest, direct and friendly. Mr Lemaire played his role as intermediary between me and the seller per-
fectly and managed in my absence the mission of the surveyor that I had ordered, spent a whole day with me in La 
Trinité for the handover of the boat, ordered, paying them directly, different services on the boat to replace pieces 
with defaults and looked after the administrative procedures for the transfer of ownership. I appreciated that he was 
always listening, reactive and considerate and I thank the whole Antipode team for their professionalism and effi-
ciency. 
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  renaTa & roberT boughT The anTareS Serie 9 ‘Kan ar mor’- croaTia - 2017
If you decide to buy a boat, your choice should definitely be the company Antipode.
That means having professionals in their job, with individual approach to every buyer.
With all you’ll meet simple and kind people, Jean-Baptiste and Catharina, who will take care of everything.
It was a pleasure doing business with you.

  igor boughT The SeaScaPe 27 ‘Seven SeaS’ - TriniTé Sur mer - 2017
How great to have someone listen to your concerns, give you advice when wish to buy yourself a sailing boat. The An-
tipode team accompanied me in my project, taking into consideration my navigation program and my imperatives.
I’m delighted with my purchase, the quality of the boat and the finesse at the tiller. Furthermore, the contacts sup-
plied by Antipode for the insurance and  the inboard electronics proved to be very competent and competitive.

  michel boughT The lagoon 380 S2 ‘SchTroumPff vi’ - belgium - 2017
Antipode contributed to install a climate favorable for good transaction between the seller and the buyer.
Very good follow up concerning all the administrative aspects of the sale. Efficient and fast answers to all questions 
asked. Mr Jean Baptiste Lemaire had a very professional and undeniable serious attitude at all times.
I highly recommend!

  nigel boughT The corniSh crabber 22 ‘lily’ - uK - 2016
The professional service from all the team at Antipode in assisting me when buying my boat was faultless. During the 
process, I dealt with Jerome, Jean-Baptiste and Catharina who made the viewing and purchase of my boat straight-
forward and enjoyable.
In searching for the right boat, I dealt with several brokers both in the UK and France and the experience of dealing 
with Antipode was exceptional. Thank you all for your commitment and friendliness.

  hervé boughT The imX 38 ‘crazy SiX’ - marSeille - 2017
When I was buying my new boat I was in touch with Jean-Baptiste Lemaire. I have to say that I was very well advised 
and the follow up for the transaction was particularly efficient. I thank him once again. His tenacity will no doubt be 
useful for his future navigations.

  PaTricK boughT The a 40 ‘STergann’ - folleuX - 2017
After having spent 8 years racing in the Arcachon Bay I wanted to return to a program on the sea combining racing 
and fast cruising on the Atlantic. The A 40 by Archambault had already caught my eye when she came out in 2003. 
An ad by Antipode made me get in touch with Jérôme Le Joubioux, a good professional, he knows how to position 
himself in a negotiation and if one day I should resell Stergann, I would definitely return to the Antipode team as 
the previous owner Jean-Philippe did as the team is very efficient and welcoming. The boat has kept her name, she 
is based in the harbor of Verdon but as of this summer she will come back to Folleux and the area, because even in 
December the region seemed magnificent. 

  Jean-PhiliPPe Sold The a 40 ‘STergann’ - golfe du morbihan - 2017
I entrusted the sale of my A 40 to Jérôme Le Joubioux from Antipode as it was through his intermediary that I had 
bought her. He had been very efficient in the difficult phase of negotiation and been able to find the best compro-
mise.  This time again he was very efficient and the boat was sold within less than a month. The organization of the 
sale, the follow up and the balance between the demands of the seller and the buyer allowed to finalize a sale in 
which each felt satisfied. Congratulations again to the whole team for your efficiency and happy sailings to the new 
owner!

  françoiS boughT The feeling 39 di ‘umanaK’ - TriniTé Sur mer - 2017
Thanks to the Antipode team and in particular to Jérôme Le Joubioux, who allowed me to find the boat that corres-
ponds to my program, a Feeling 39 DI.
I particularly appreciated their warm contact, their reactivity and their efficiency as much on the sales, administra-
tive and logistics side… 
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  loïc Sold The dufour 375 ‘SuPer nana’- croueSTy - 2017
I’m writing to testify my satisfaction. I particularly appreciated the quality of the presentation of my sailing boat at the 
Milles Sabords trade fair and your professionalism concerning the negotiation on the international stage.

  daniel & véronique Sold The anTareS Serie 9 ‘Kan ar mor’ - la roche bernard - 2017
Jean Baptiste LEMAIRE remains courteous and patient at all times ... as we had already appreciated during a previous 
collaboration when we bought our new power boat, a Nimbus 380 owned by an Englishman mid 2015.
This time, in a slow market, he found a Croatian customer ... to buy in December 2016 our former powerboat, an 
Antares Series 9 which we had stored on dry land. Of course the negotiation was tough and there was a price 
reduction but Jean Baptiste LEMAIRE found a compromise respecting, it seems to us, the interests of both parties, 
all this was done in English (not in Croatian anyway).
Catharina HOLMBERG, the highly effective Sales Assistant, and Jérôme LE JOUBIOUX, the Company Director, actively 
supported Jea-Baptiste in this ‘adventure’. We are therefore always ready to recommend the services of this great 
team! ... We’ll see you for next change of boats.

  chriSTian boughT The eTaP 37 S ‘coloane 2’’ - croueSTy - 2017
To find the boat of your dreams is better than spending time to look for her…
In these times were the offers are multiplied, it is not easy to choose and more than anything to make the right 
choice.
I decided to go to the Mille Sabords, the trade show in Le Couesty, and I discovered Antipode’s website. This very 
professional website allowed me to choose the sailing boats that corresponded to my choice in a few minutes and a 
first tour with a 360° view.
The technical information can be downloaded and the rendez-vous with Jean-Baptiste allowed me to get to know 
the boat.
It is a real advantage to meet with specialists that are not only sellers but also navigators that could check with us 
that the boat answered our desires and needs. The advice to find a surveyor , the price negotiation and the small 
repairs done before the sale convinced me of the effectiveness of this team that knows perfectly well how to find 
the good compromise to satisfy the buyer and the seller.
I highly recommend to all of those who wants to find a second hand boat that suits them to contact Antipode.
They will accompany you through to the handover of the boat and all this with a smile.

  Jean aleXiS Sold hiS SuPer maramu 2000 ‘bigouz’ - breST - 2016
Message to all sailors !
At the age of 78 years old I decided to sell out ketch Super Maramu 2000 (BIGOUZ) with which my wife and I have 
sailed around the Atlantic and then as our boat was in Martinique we spent the 6 winter months sailing around the 
Caribbean. Upon the advice of one our 3 sons, a sailor himself, and we bought his previous boat with Antipode, we 
contacted Jérôme Le Joubioux.
Thus it is with Jérôme Le Joubioux that the sale was done last July.
I appreciated his efficiency, his advice as much on the preparation as on the conditions of the sale, his availability, 
all in all a real professional.
Thanks Antipode !

  nielS boughT The SuPer maramu 2000 ‘bigouz’ - denmarK - 2016
The team at Antipode has been very professional, and also very helpful in taking care of everything during the first 
visit, survey and sea trial, second visit and handover, we even was offered transport by Jerome (including a lot of 
shopping bags) when we came to pick up the boat. The boat was in the conditon as described by Antipode Yachts, 
and the first trip, a 1000 mile trip to our home port, went very well. I would buy from Antipode again!

  maTTiaS boughT The elan 37 ‘becfer’ - Sweden - 2016
From my first contact with Antipode they always responded quickly and seriously. After just a few conversations I felt 
that this broker wants to do a great job both for the seller and the buyer.
Because of the distance to Sweden I needed to feel that I had a good communication, guarantees of payment and 
someone who could give me the necessary service locally. On all of these points Antipode lived up to all my expec-
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tations.
They provided very good service with all the paper work and kept me informed for all the payments.
Antipode were very serious to find solutions on things that you may worry about as a buyer.
Antipode were also very helpful to get offers from different alternatives so I could make my decision by the best 
information that I could get.
I am very satisfied with my purchase and I had a great sail up to the south of Sweden.

  frédéric boughT The caParroS 36 ‘rev’ d’ileS’ - finiSTère - 2016
The purchase of a second hand boat is not without risks, this is why it is good to lean on the skills of a broker renow-
ned in the business.
We had been looking for ‘the one’, that would come at the right price and the nautical qualities validated by marine 
surveyors and it is by chance that we found her thanks to our internet searches that brought us to the Antipode 
website. Our Caparros 36 had just been put on sale by the owner that two years previously used Antipode’s services 
for his purchase.
After a first visit in May with the boat out of the water with Jean-Baptiste who knew the boat perfectly well, a sea trial 
a month later, we were convinced that this was the multihull for us. After this there was a small negotiation during 
which Jean-Baptiste played his role perfectly well in the mutual interest of both parties and here we are at the end of 
July at the helm of  ‘Rev’ d’Iles’ thanks to the efficiency of the Antipode team.
During our first days at sea, a small technical problem on the engine came up, there was an immediate response on 
behalf of Antipode, on a technical and financial level, anxious to bring us real support until the complete hand over 
of the boat.
From the first day we contacted Antipode until today and tomorrow as well, we have found by our side such a pro-
fessional team, efficient and friendly that we could do nothing but recommend their services to any seller or buyer 
of a second hand boat.

  Jean-PhiliPPe & brigiTTe Sold The liPari 41 ‘carPe diem ii’ - greece - 2016
We found a foreign buyer for our Lipari 41 that was moored in Athens but the sale seemed very complicated to us 
perhaps even insurmountable for us humble neophytes.
That was without counting on Antipode!
We knew Jean-Baptiste et Lemaire since a few years ago and had kept great friendly relations. Thus having had 
several opportunities to appreciate his professionalism and seriousness it was without a doubt in serenely that we 
missioned him to take care of all the procedures for the sale of our boat. And we did the right thing !
With Jerome and Catharina, the three of them handled this sale with a masters’ hand, on all levels, administrative, 
financial, legal as well as with the exchanges with the buyer, all of this in either French or English.
This hole nice team proved to be available, quick to respond with kindness, skill, rigor and efficiency.. . and also with 
patience and flexibility because God knows that we had a few Greek-French administrative imbroglios throughout 
this sale.
They also knew how to gain the trust of the purchaser, which was not won in advance but proved essential as the 
procedures were long with many difficulties between Greece, France, Switzerland and Jersey !
Well done to the whole team and many thanks !
To all of those who would like to sell or buy a boat, only one advice, call upon Antipode and you’ll be confident and 
fully satisfied.

  laurenT Sold The SwifT Trawler 34 ‘Sao bien’ - hong-Kong - 2016
For the second time I used Antipode’s Yacht’s services for the sale of my Beneteau Trawler 34. I can attest to the profes-
sionalism (the quality of the follow-up, the good command of the administrative part) and Antipode Yacht’s capacity 
to go and find foreign clients. My first boat was sold to a Canadian and the second to a Swede. Thanks and who know 
what will be next!

  PeTer boughT The PreSTige 34 ‘anT-ro’ - ireland - 2016
I purchased the above boat in April 2016 through Antipode yachts. This is my first time purchasing a boat abroad , 
so I was a bit wary. From the very first contact with Jean Baptists to the delivery of the boat to Ireland they very very 
helpful. Every query I had was answered promptly . They provide an excellent and reassuring service . 
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Many thanks to Jean-Baptiste and to Catharina  for making it a very simple process.

  berTil & margareTha boughT The SwifT Trawler 34 ‘Sao bien’ - Sweden - 2016
My wife and I went to visit St Malo in February to check out the boat for the first time. We meet up with Jean-Baptiste 
from the ANTIPODE agency. The boat was on land when we came, so we could go through the boat. The agency was 
very helpful with all our questions and all paper work, so we didn’t have to worry about that.
After our trip we decided to purchase the boat.
When we came to St. Malo the second time, we then did serious sea trials and it was then discovered that the water 
cooler pump had a leakage.  The pump had to be replaced and it was ordered from Belgium, we then had to wait a 
week for it to come. All this was handled in the best manor by the ANTIPODE agency.
On our way home with the boat we had bad luck with the weather. We had hope to travel with 15 knots but we 
held 8,3 knots until we reached the Kiel canal. The way from St Malo to Gothenburg took 115 hours.
Throughout this whole process we had a lot of help from Jean-Baptiste and his colleagues. It was especially helpful 
that his colleague Catharina spoke Swedish!
They even helped us with a speeding ticket that we received while we drove from the airport to St Malo!
From a grateful buyer.

  heinz boughT The eTaP 37 S ‘SereniTy’ - germany - 2016
For this special type of boat, the Etap 37s, there only have been a few offers in my home country, Germany. For many 
reasons I never planned to buy a boat abroad; the legal situation was completely unknown to me and there always 
is a lot of money involved.
 Nevertheless, I found this attractive offer in France and checked it in more detail just for comparison reasons. But 
soon after my first contact with Jean-Baptiste I was sure that there is absolutely no risk to move on with this project. 
All pre-discussions and the whole deal was perfectly managed and documented, i.e. I felt very comfortable during 
the whole process of becoming the new owner of this well maintained and beautiful yacht.
Perhaps worth to mention that I also was impressed by the post-sale support. Jean-Baptiste but also all other folks 
of Antipode were always very open and responsive to my questions concerning technical aspects, interactions with 
local service units, transport companies etc.
Nothing more to say than a big ‘thank you’ for the excellent and trustful collaboration!

  benoiT & brigiTTe Sold The bavaria 33 ‘la moïra’ - denmarK -2016
Overall efficiency of the Antipode team, commercial as well as administratively.
Full availability of the team. My Bavaria is now sailing in Denmark.

  roger Sold The nimbuS 380 commander ‘amelia’ - uK - 2015
The sale of my boat now completed I would like to thank you all for the professional way in which you handled the 
sale.
A common complaint of mine is that too many people in business are expensive, lazy, incompetent and poor com-
municators
Antipode is expensive, hard working, highly competent and excellent communicators.
Many thanks for your efforts.

  dave boughT The oceaniS 44 cc ‘emeraude’ - uK- 2015
Upon meeting Jerome when first viewing the yacht, he was very re-assuring as I’d had a few bad experiences with 
yacht brokers.
Jerome was friendly, professional and exceedingly helpful. Upon negotiating a price with the owner, Jerome quickly 
brought everything together from survey to servicing. Jerome even put me in contact with an money exchange com-
pany in London who gave me a better exchange rate than my bank.
Jerome was backed up by a highly efficient office gem, Catharina who sorted all the paperwork and documents, 
meaning that I was able to reach a quick purchase.
During the process I was kept well informed of progress and developments. I simply cannot fault the service which I 
recieved from The Antipode team.
At the handover of the vessel, Jerome was happy to spend as long as required to show me all that I would need to 
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know around the boat, and only leaving me when I was completely satisfied. Unlike previous experiences where bro-
ker left me the keys in cockpit locker! 
If you are looking to buy a boat from or sell one with Antipode, you won’t find a better broker anywhere.
If Carlsberg made yacht brokers.... 

  berTrand boughT The azuli ‘la chèvre deuX’ - caranTec - 2015
I bought an AZULI catamaran in September 2015 using the services of Antipode. Everything went smoothly; Jérôme 
Le Joubioux quickly organized a visit and was very reactive to our technical requests. He organized the marine survey 
perfectly well, with a surveyor of my choice, lifting out of the water...
On the financial and administrative level everything was very clear and professional.
To sum it up, to buy a second hand boat is sometimes complicated. Antipode allowed us to do so with clarity thanks 
to a rigorous and reactive approach.
Thanks to the whole team !

  vincenT boughT The flyer gran TuriSmo 34 ‘blacK Pearl’ - marSeille - 2015
Availability, seriousness and transparence were the forces of my relation with Jean-Baptiste and Jérôme in the pur-
chase of my boat.
Living far away from Brittany, it was with trust and regular communication that I let Antipode carry out the transaction 
on my behalf and further to sort out the questions of transport, engine maintenance or choices of different options.
It is not so common to meet professional with such competence and kindness.
Thank you for everything and fair winds. And what more, it is all true !!

  PaT boughT The firST 30 K ‘beau rêve’ - ireland - 2015
I would highly recommend the services of Antipode. I flew from Ireland to Brest where the excellent and famous sai-
lor Jean Baptiste picked me up from the airport. We met the surveyor on board and spent the afternoon exploring the 
boat in detail. Jean Baptiste even organised the delivery to Ireland for me in the middle of winter. All the paper work 
and documentation went very smoothly. I was kept up to date with regular emails and phone calls on all aspects of 
the transaction. Every one spoke excellent English also. I am very pleased with my purchase.

  deniS Sold The Sun odySSey 37 ‘Su la me’ - TriniTé Sur mer - 2015
I can only congratulate myself to have called upon Antipode to sell my boat. I decided to sell her in December 2014. 
The estimation that was done was what I was hoping for and the sale was achieved in April 2015 with a 3 % difference, 
the boat was delivered to Sweden !  Congratulations on the seriousness, the efficiency and the professionalism. It is 
reassuring for the seller as much as for the buyer.

  françoiS-Xavier boughT The acm eXcellence 38 ‘marinice’ - PariS -2015
In an industry that is often criticized, rightly, it was great to deal with real professionals.
As a buyer I met a team that was organized, competent and respectful of the interests of the buyer as well as of the 
seller. The whole procedure, administrative as much as technical were carried out with much seriousness and effi-
ciency.
Leaving Saint-Malo, I visited the Channel Islands, Cherbourg and then Honfleur before finally navigating up the Seine 
to Paris where my new boat found her new berth.
Bravo and thanks to Antipode and its team … and safe travels.

  luc boughT The dehler 33 ‘cyThara’ - PariS - 2015
I would recommend Antipode and Jérôme Le Joubioux for three reasons:
Economic : the boat that I bought was at a very fair price.
Technical : the advice they gave me for the renovation of my boat turned out to be very suitable.
Human: the contact with Jérôme Le Joubioux was at the same time, warm, relaxed and professional.

  Jean-louiS Sold The hallberg raSSy 40 ‘oiona’- TriniTé Sur mer - 2015
It was a great pleasure to meet Jérôme Le Joubioux. He was recommended to me by a friend that we have in com-
mon and I quickly realized that he had earned his notoriety. He is a real professional; who knows off shore sailing 
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and thus earns the trust of the potential clients. The sale of a Halbberg Rassy  40 is not easy, because it is a ship 
that it is on a niche market with a very demanding clientele. The welcome, responding to the requests, the visits, 
dealing with the papers- certificates and other documents, all in all service was at the forefront. This is where 
Antipode stands out among other brokers that in most cases just puts their ad on the internet and wait for the 
client to buy. Selling is a trade that Jérôme Le Joubioux does well.

  bob & Jill Sold The oceaniS 323 ‘firefly’ - uniTed Kingdom -2015
When I came to sell my Beneteau 323 from La Roche Bernard, I was very pleased to have the Antipode Team to 
help me. They were very professional and could not do enough to assist me. I am very happy to recommend 
their services and can be contacted by phone if you are an English owner and need reassurance.

  PaT boughT The firST 30 K ‘beau rêve’ - ireland -2015
I would highly recommend the services of Antipode. I flew from Ireland to Brest where the excellent and famous 
sailor Jean Baptiste picked me up from the airport. We met the surveyor on board and spent the afternoon 
exploring the boat in detail. Jean Baptiste even organised the delivery to Ireland for me in the middle of win-
ter. All the paper work and documentation went very smoothly. I was kept up to date with regular emails and 
phone calls on all aspects of the transaction. Every one spoke excellent English also. I am very pleased with my 
purchase.

  michel Sold The lagoon 440 ‘leS PleïadeS’ - arzal - 2014
Jérôme Le Joubioux was recommended to me by Multinautique, a boatyard in Foleux that has always followed 
and carried out the maintenance on my catamaran. I have always trusted them and this trust was naturally 
transferred onto Antipode which has suited me fine.
The search for buyers was done seriously and with diligence. I was kept informed of the different negotiations 
and the more or less serious motivations of different partners until the buyer was found. Setting the price was 
done through very direct and franc way with Jérôme Le Joubioux to achieve an outcome that I was fully satis-
fied with considering the ‘climat’ of this year 2014.
It was very nice find a mutual trust in my exchanges with an accomplished professional that knows how to 
establish  a cordial and true relationship with his clients and who really took care of everything up to a final 
payment without any delays.

  maarTen boughT The delPhia 40,3 ‘valJean’ - neTherlandS - 2014
We have bought a Delphia 40 feet through the services of Antipode. We are very content with the professional 
services of Jerome and Jean-Baptiste. The description of the ship was very accurate. You have been very profes-
sional and a good partner for both parties involved. Would buy a ship unseen with you, thanks!

  Julien & Kevin boughT The océaniS 37 ‘arlequin’ - croueSTy - 2014
After having searched for a long time to find a boat to replace my old one we found what we were looking for 
in the Oceanis 37 sold y Antipode. This is where Jérôme stepped in and organized a visit and a sea trial. Char-
med by the boat and Jérôme’s professionalism, we agreed straight away to buy this boat knowing that we had 
demands that needed to be fulfilled in a very short time lapse… indeed the dead line we gave to Jérôme was 
that we needed the boat to be ready to sail one week before the departure of the Route du Rhum, the time 
required to skip the boat from Vannes to Saint Malo (via England J) and thus being able  to dispose of the boat 
for the departure of the race. The timing was respected with the survey, the finalization of the leasing contract 
(thanks to Catharina), negotiation of the quotes and for certain improvements to be carried out by the boat 
yard (installation of a bow thruster, a bimini, a TV…) … Great, I recommend Antipode … and I will think of Anti-
pode for my next boat.

  Jean-yveS boughT The beneTeau 50 ‘nérée’ - arzal - 2014
I was looking for a sailing boat that the condition and the performances would retain my attention; it was in this 
context that I contacted Antipode.
Jean-Baptiste looked after us. He showed us a Beneteau 50 in great condition, and he was very professional in 
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the explanations and objective commentaries on the product. His skills as a skipper allows him to go directly to 
the essential on the major points of the transaction.
His work went beyond the signature of the sale agreement and payment, he went all the way dealing with the 
organization of the survey, the relations with the customs, handing over of the boat as well as keeping in touch 
after the sale in order to assure our complete satisfaction.Bravo and thanks  Jean-Baptiste !

  marK boughT The Sun odySSey 26 ‘alizé’ - TriniTé Sur mer - 2014
After some months of searching through private ads on the web, and unsatisfactory experiences with a couple 
of dealers, we went to Antipode and talked over our project with Jerome.  He opened our eyes to some boats 
we’d not thought of and things started to move.  We found the help and advice from the Antipode team was 
practical, straightforward and well adapted to our needs.  After a couple of boat visits and a test sail, the nego-
tiations started and they went smoothly.  Throughout the process, we felt confident that we were in safe hands.   
We are now the happy owners of a small family cruiser which came in well under our budget, yet fulfills our 
requirements and is in great condition.  We recommend Antipode without hesitation.

  loeS & ronald boughT The Sun odySSey 43 dS ‘iriade ii’ - neTherlandS -2014
We come from Holland and we really wanted a Jeanneau 43 DS. Through Antipode we found a real nice one. We 
made an offer and the team of Antipode did really everything for us to make it happen. Finally the owner accep-
ted the offer and we are more than happy for the friendliness and service of Antipode. Jerome, Jean-Baptiste 
and the team responded very quickly and clearly with their answers to our questions. They were very honest 
and trustworthy whereas some of the other brokers we have met were saying anything and not keeping their 
promises just to sell a boat.
We are also very satisfied with the way they informed us about the selling process. The last day we were in 
France to sail our boat to Holland Jerome was there and made the finally paperwork.  It was a great day and 
from that moment on we only have great days in Holland.
We can certainly recommend them and we assure you that you will have a good feeling about Antipode.

  Thierry boughT The Sun odySSey 50 dS ‘blacK Pearl’ - indoneSia - 2014
We had a problem to buy our boat because we live more than 9 000 km away from France and it was impossible 
for me to take 4 days to come and visit a boat, especially if it turned out not to be the right one. Once we had 
found the boat that we liked we started the discussions with the Antipode team who were very available and 
gave us all the information and pictures we needed. They were very professional and helpful, travelling between 
La Rochelle and Hendaye. They even collected a friend of mine that came to inspect the boat from the airport.
I would like to emphasize that the Antipode team were very honest and trustworthy whereas some of the other 
brokers we have met were ready to say anything in order to sell a boat. With Antipode we were sure that we were 
being well looked after.
Finally we bought the Jeanneau 50 DS and two months later discovered her exactly the way we were expecting.
Some people thought that we were crazy to buy a boat that we had not even seen, but we felt confident with our 
decision thanks to Antipode.

  gérald Sold The J 97 ‘J lance’ - belgium - 2014
My boat was on sale for over a year, no contacts and not much hope in a market that people told me was comple-
tely depressed. A matter of perspective …
Within a few weeks time my J 97 found a buyer with Antipode.
Professional negotiation, impeccable logistics (the boat was lying in the Mediterranean), rigor and complete fol-
low up until the end.
Bravo Antipode ! Nice job, you rock it all the way! 

  roland Sold hiS dufour 45 ‘alliance’ - TriniTé Sur mer - 2014
When I contacted Jean-Baptiste my boat had been up for sale for a few months without any results.
With Antipode, well implanted in Brittany, the situation changed rapidly and my boat was sold.
I really appreciated Antipode’s professionalism. They demand that things are straight and clear on behalf of the 
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seller which reassures the buyer who is sure of what he is buying.
In fact it is reassuring for both parties.
I have now entrusted Antipode with the mission of finding my next boat, which I know will be great.

  chriS boughT The Pogo 850 ‘havane ii’ - uK - 2014
I wanted a Pogo and could only find one in France, contacted Antipode and was in touch with Jean-Baptiste who 
was extremely helpful from the start, I wanted to a lot of equipment to be added to the boat and this was all done 
quickly and without any problems…
Thank You Jean-Baptiste and Antipode…

  hervé & iSabelle boughT The SwifT Trawler 42 ‘PoST’X’ - ouiSTreham - 2014
For our first purchase of a Trawler the Antipode team met our expectations, always there when we had questions 
or were in need of information. Special thanks to Jean-Baptiste Lemaire who accompanied us all the way. 

  Serge Sold The SwifT Trawler 42 ‘PoST X’ - TriniTé Sur mer - 2014
Jérôme Le Joubioux was not unknown to me when I entrusted him with the sale of my Trawler 42. Indeed Anti-
pode had already sold the boats of three of my friends in Brittany and they were all satisfied.
True to his reputation and the to the image that I had, the Antipode team carried out their mission very well and 
in a short time lapse considering the economic situation of the first semester of 2014.
Thanks to Jérôme and his team. There is no secret; serious, kindness and professionalism, it is not surprising to see 
the spectacular development of the company Antipode.

  Samuel Sold The Sun odySSey 40 dS ‘Toucan’ - PorT bourgenay - 2014
In order to sell a boat today the product has to be impeccable and the price has to correspond to the market. With 
Antipode we worked for a whole year before finding the Swedish buyer, a real connoisseur set on this model. My 
Sun Odyssey 40 DS ‘Toucan’ is a great boat and after a thorough expertise the deal was done in a matter of hours, 
with of course some discussion on the price! In the end, one should never forget that a good deal is a deal that 
makes everyone happy.
Today I no longer have a boat and am actively looking for the next ‘Toucan’. Not easy!
To sum up, Antipode is a team of real professionals acting with rigor and method. As for the administrative sup-
port, nothing but joy, the seller does not have to bother with dealing with the paperwork nor the authorities. The 
commission charged by Antipode is completely justified.

  KeTil boughT The PreSTige 30 S ‘belmodoroch iii’ - Sweden - 2014
My boat has just arrived in Sweden ! Jérôme -  your team and yourself have done a fantastic job from the start to 
delivery of this boat and I am more than happy for the friendliness, service and help you provided!!

  Pierre Sold The elan 31 ‘elan bleu’ - croueSTy - 2014
The sale of my boat began with a sales mandate in February and was finalized with a delivery in June. The whole 
process was carried out with great efficiency by the Antipode team ; a realistic price estimation, complete profi-
ciency in the relations with the buyer, full follow up on the different technical interventions  required on the boat 
before the delivery.
I was very satisfied, I was myself cruising in Scotland on another boat at the moment of the transaction, I could 
not have done this by myself. Thank you !

  Julien boughT The caParroS 36 ‘rêve d’île’ - golfe de morbihan - 2014
It is with pleasure that I share my satisfaction of using Antipode’s services. Jean-Baptiste Lemaire was completely 
engaged in the negotiation of the price until the delivery of the catamaran. I thank him yet again. If I should sell 
my boat I would call on Antipode, as I would if I were to buy another one.

  florenT Sold The ovni 36 ‘mauPiTi’ - TriniTé Sur mer - 2014
Coming back from sailing around the world, I entrusted Antipode with the sale of my Ovni 36. The sale was not 
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easy with this type of boat being less popular than they have been previously and the type of buyers being quite 
particular. I was very satisfied by the professionalism of the Antipode team: quality of the first appointment and 
creation of the ad, great website in several languages, many visits during 18 months with a precise debrief after 
the visit each time, a follow up on the price strategy to adapt in a clear and straight forward manner. And the boat 
was well sold in the end, an agency that I would be happy to recommend.

  Jean-claude Sold The hanSe 370 ‘fleur d’océan’ - hendaye - 2014
For the sale of my boat, I was in contact with two persons at Antipode, two professionals through and through …
For the administrative and financial side everything was very clear and precise. Furthermore the part of my mo-
ney that transited via the Antipode bank account, was wired to me very quickly… that is important enough to 
be noted.
The sales and relations side, an iron fist in a velvet glove… reactive, precise and terribly efficient, and a perfect 
knowledge of the boat market and its world. With them everything seemed very simple and I appreciated very 
much that they looked out for interests of the seller as well as those of the buyer, thus the relations were always 
great. From there the sale of my boat was carried out very quickly, I always kept informed of the sales progress, 
the different questions that could be asked, the different initiatives that could be taken to make progress… bravo 
et thank you for this very professional and reassuring process for the seller that I was.
To recommend Antipode ? … Less than six months to sell my boat … it is clear that today to either sell or buy, my 
first initiative would be to get in touch with them .

  PaScal & brigiTTe boughT The X 34 ‘KlaXon’’- ST malo - 2014
It is the first time that I buy a boat using the services of a broker.
When I bought my X34, I appreciated the availability, competence and reactivity of your team when it came to 
settle all the little difficulties that one may come across when buying a boat.
Extremely satisfied, I am sure that that I will renew my trust in you if a new project comes up.

  Sergey boughT The Sun faST 40 ‘miSSy blue’ - ruSSia - 2014
We came from Russia to buy our boat with Antipode in France and we are very satisfied. We had been searching 
for a boat for more than 6 months in Holland, Germany and Sweden… just about everywhere, without really fin-
ding what we were looking for. We spent hours on different internet sites and we contacted Jérôme in France. The 
first boat he showed us, a First 40.7, was quite disappointing but he had the idea to show us a Sun Fast 40 that we 
had not considered… and we fell for her straight away!
Thanks a lot Antipode !

  caroline & Jérôme boughT The vindö 50 ‘TromP’ - belgium - 2014
We are Belgian and we bought our boat via a French company from Dutch owners… not the easiest set up ! We 
would like to say a big thank you to Jean-Baptiste Lemaire who did a complete and personal follow up of this pur-
chase which was very important to us as we are now living on board.  And despite all the obstacles we encoun-
tered Jean-Baptiste showed us support all the way through, enabling us to sail the 520 nautical miles to Belgium 
before the winter. And what a joy to get advice from a real enthusiast, competent, sailor and racer !

  PeTer & amanda boughT The oceaniS 50 ‘l’embellie’ - uK  - 2013
The service from Jerome and Antipode has been exceptional. From the first viewings of a couple of boats to the 
eventual purchase, Jerome and the team smoothed the way, getting full and proper answers to our questions. We 
can certainly recommend them and is the best experience we have had on buying a boat.

  hylKe & mariJKe Sold The vindö 50 KeTch ‘TromP’- neTherlandS - 2013
The selling proces of our boat started in the Vieux Port of La Rochelle where we met Frédèrique. Her interest and 
enthousiasm for our ‘Old Lady’ gave us from the start a positive feeling regarding the results of the selling proces. 
In the following weeks this feeling got confirmed by the way she and Jean-Baptiste communicated with us while 
we sailed the along the West Coast of France. We were very satified with your services and the way you informed 
us about the selling proces. All this has resulted in the sale of our boat within two months and left us ‘boatless’, 
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but very happy with the result. We are very glad to have chosen you and thank the whole Antipode team. We will 
surely recommend you to our sailing friends in France and wish you all the best!

  Jan & gardy Sold The KeSTeloo 42 ‘gavroche’- neTherlandS - 2013
We entrusted Antipode with the sale of our sailing boat. From the day the boat was put on sale up to and inclu-
ding the day of the signature, the sales process was carried out in professional and friendly way.
Our thanks to Jérôme and Catharina for this sale.
We highly recommend Antipode’s very good service.

  ivan & urSula boughT The KeSTeloo 42 ‘gavroche’ - San franciSco / uSa - 2013
We had an excellent experience with Antipode Yachts throughout the purchase process. Jerome Le Joubioux 
and his staff truly exceeded our expectations, resulting in a very straightforward and professional experience. Je-
rome’s guidance and personal involvement simplified all of the steps required to purchase our sailboat in Europe, 
and was critical to ensure a successful transaction.
Compared to our previous experience with agents and brokers in the US, the services provided by Jerome and 
his staff are unequalled for their responsiveness, integrity, as well as clear and professional communication. We 
strongly recommend Antipode Yachts, and would be happy to provide additional information regarding Jerome’s 
brokerage services to any US-based owners considering to purchase a vessel in Europe.

  andrew & anne boughT The SwifT Trawler 34 ‘lily’S boaT’ - uniTed Kingdom - 2013
Anne and I have been delighted with both the boat and the excellent service you both provided in smoothing 
the way through the paperwork, financial transactions and finally arranging transportation of the vessel to Cher-
bourg for our collection.  
Your expertise made the whole experience stress free. Many thanks again.

  claude boughT The feeling 39 di ‘viKing iii’ - québec / canada - 2013
Antipode had a Feeling 39 for sale in France. They put me in touch with one of my Canadian compatriots that 
had used their services to buy a Sun Fast 43 in 2010. I contacted him. He told me ‘You can trust them, they are 
professionals’. He was perfectly right!

  PeTer and SoPhy boughT The dufour 385 ‘alizé’ - uniTed Kingdom - 2013
From the first weekend when we went to look at boats in Vannes to setting sail back to England in our newly 
purchased yacht Alizé, Jean-Baptiste and the team at Antipode could not have looked after us better. They res-
ponded promptly and cheerfully to our many queries, ensured the complex paperwork was completed correctly 
and helped put Alizé back in the water; but best of all they sold us a really great boat in fantastic condition!

  Jan henK Sold The eTaP 34 S ‘giwa ruwa ii ‘ - neTherlandS - 2013
After 12 summers on the coast of Brittany on our Etap 34, my wife and I decided to widen our horizons and navi-
gate on other seas thus selling our Etap 34. What a difficult decision! When we brought out boat to the harbor of 
Le Crouesty and giving the keys to Antipode we had made an informed choice: Antipode found a buyer within 
two months and the transaction went very smoothly.

  PeTer boughT The moody 376 ‘franTaSia’ - uK - 2012
We couldn’t fault your service. The website is particularly good with the panoramic views of the boat interior. It is 
the best brokerage site we have seen and we have seen a lot!
It was particularly helpful to be able to talk to the owner direct. That saved a lot of time and we concluded a deal 
with a minimum of fuss.
The handover was very smooth - very little paperwork which is a first for France!
Thanks again for your help with the surveyor. It is sometimes difficult to organise services from a distance but on 
this occasion we encountered no problems.
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  dioniSSioS & françoiSe boughT The caTana 50 ‘la JamaiS conTenTe’ - SwiTzerland - 2012
We had been looking for a catamaran of 47 to 55 feet for two years. We have been to all the possible trade fairs 
in France and Italy, Greece and Germany. We have met yacht builders from all the major brands as well as from 
smaller ones, we have spoken to several brokers who had promised us all sorts of things. Nobody came back to 
us, neither constructors nor brokers. Antipode was the only one to take our project seriously and you did a great 
follow up. What we liked to most is that you defend the interest as much of the seller as of the buyer. You have 
hold all your promises, and that is why we thank you and if you one day come across ‘Tikalo’, you must come and 
share a drink with us.

  TarJa & marKKu boughT The Sun odySSey 36 i ‘ gwalarn ‘ - finland - 2012
After going through the process of purchasing a new sail boat which took place a couple of months we can say 
that we are very pleased with the service we have got from Antipode Yachts. Antipode Yachts has made all the 
paper works for us and all the documents have been both in French and in English. Whenever we have had some 
questions about the boat or about the purchasing process we have got an immediately answer by email. We also 
got all technical guidance we needed before we started our sailing to Finland. Antipode Yachts’s representative 
also joined us during our first sailing. We can recommend Antipode Yachts for anyone who is planning to buy a 
new boat.

  anToine boughT The Sun odySSey 43 ‘bali’ - croueSTy - 2014
The purchase of a 43 feet represents a project of an active retirement and blue water cruising. Jérôme Le Joubioux 
was able to listen to my project and accompany the buyer and the seller in a perfect balance.  The sea trial with 
the previous owner was a great opportunity for a meeting among sailors. Antipode, with its team, offer a real 
ethic with their support of the SNSM. Hence encourage you to use their services.

  bernard Sold The oceaniS 50 ‘l’aSTragale iii’ - Pornic - 2014
I entrusted you with the sale of my Oceanis 50. In the current economic climate selling such a yacht is not easy 
and you did it ! You found a buyer in Holland.
The professionalism and honesty that the Antipode team showed at each stage of evolution of the negotiations 
was particularly remarkable. They knew how to find the solutions to overcome the unavoidable blockages.
Catharina has perfectly well contributed on the administrative level so that everything was carried out just the 
way I wanted. 
Finally, if I had to recommend a broker to anyone I would not hesitate to recommend you.

  Jean-claude & marie-chriSTiane Sold The anTareS Serie 9 ‘reder mor ii’ - croueSTy - 2014
Once again the Mille Sabords trade fair took place in a rainy and stormy weather. Yet nothing that would stop the 
Antipode team that animated this fair with their pep… and they sold our last boat Antares serie 9 ‘Reder Mor’.
Well done and thanks! We wish you fair weather and good wind!
Friendly regards to the whole team and particularly to their Captain !

  Jean-PhiliPPe boughT The a40 ‘loch neSS’ - folleuX - 2014
I was looking for a fast cruising boat and was particularly looking at racing boats. An ad by Antipode Yachts for an 
Archambault A 40 caught my attention.
I very much appreciated Jérôme Le Joubioux and his team’s help from the organization of the different visits and 
discussions up to the moment of the delivery of the boat.
Antipode really fulfilled their role as catalyzer and referee. Jérôme Le Joubioux enabled to finalize a sale that was 
satisfying to both parties by making courageous and necessary arbitration to the satisfaction of the buyer and 
the seller.
The team is professional and particularly friendly in their relations with the clients.
Now the boat is called Stergann, sky full of stars in Breton ! 

  PhiliPPe & florence Sold The SwifT Trawler 42 ‘Ker boaT’ - TriniTé Sur mer - 2013
Selling one’s boat it’s a bit like selling a bit of oneself. Thus you need to be accompanied. Jérôme Le Joubioux took 
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on this role from the beginning till the end with great professionalism. He can be proud of having sold the boat in 
the best conditions in an economic context without rules ! Congratulations to him and his assistants.

  SylveTTe & gérard boughT The oceaniS 323 ‘TafolPa’ - Pornic - 2013
TAFOLPA sailed out at 5 am this morning and arrived at 9 pm in Pornic. Everything went well.
We very much appreciated the professionalism of Manu Nisin whose service you recommended. It’s really a char-
ming man with a contagious good mood. A true sailor!
We thank you so much for having accompanied us.
We wish a great success in all your projects, professional and private.

  yveS boughT The aquaviT ‘lady louiSe’ - la rochelle - 2013
Yves, regarding the purchase of ‘Lady Louise’ : welcome, professionalism, efficiency, advice, reactivity. Thanks to 
Antipode for their qualities! Nothing to say other than Sail Away!

  michel Sold The SwifT Trawler 34 ‘ lily’S boaT ‘ - TriniTé Sur mer - 2013
A few words to express my satisfaction and state the know how and relational qualities Jérôme Le Joubioux 
showed in this transaction.
Things were carried out simply from the initial price estimation to the finalization of this sale in an otherwise 
morose economic climate
Congratulations to the Antipode team.

  Jean-Pierre boughT The feeling 39 di ‘luna’ - la rochelle - 2013
I bought my Feeling 39 DI through the Antipode’s brokerage service. The progress of this transaction went per-
fectly well from the beginning til the end. Professionalism, honesty and availability. I have nothing to add to this 
list of their qualities. I thank the Antipode team for this success. 

  michèle Sold The diam 38 cc ‘Âme caline’ - croueSTy - 2013
After having tried to sell my sailing boat by myself, I choose to use Antipode’s brokerage service. Jean-Baptiste 
only needed a few months to sell my boat. He was always available when I needed him, knowing how to create 
an atmosphere of trust for both seller and purchaser, always finding a solution to the little problems that could 
arise. A great thanks to him for his efficiency, professionalism and kindness.

  JacqueS boughT The ovni 395 ‘Pauléane’ - camareT - 2013
A few words to tell you my satisfaction of having met Antipode to realize the acquisition of Pauléane. I found in 
your services, professionalism, quality of advice, actions followed and carried through, and an effort to respect 
the balance of the positions of the seller as well as of the buyer.
The choice of Jérôme to surround himself with co-workers that are available, competent and paying attention to 
following the rules is a mark of a vision that puts the long term first.
That is ‘sustainable development’. Furthermore, as in all trades, demanding a job well done, in accordance with 
‘good business practices’ is a guarantee of success.
You are living proof of this. Keep going !

  JacqueS Sold The PhanTom 42 ‘ l’unique ‘ - croueSTy - 2013
I would like to congratulate the Antipode team and especially Jean Baptiste Lemaire for the sale of my Fairline 
42 thanks to their efficiency for the visits, sea trials, etc… as well as for the perfect way in which all the adminis-
trative and financial formalities were handled. 

  marc boughT The firST 33.7 ‘ may be ‘ - belgium - 2012
I am very satisfied with the service provided by Antipode. All of the negotiation was done with a lot respect and 
kindness in the interest of both parties.
I appreciated the prompt responses. Trust was established in such way that I paid Antipode in advance and it was 
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Antipode that took the delivery of the boat in my place without me being there. All that was promised was done.
The boat was in great shape when I took her. I would like to highlight the very efficient administrative work that 
was done which among other things enabled me de-register the boat In France to put her under Belgian flag in 
record time.
If everyone was this correct, life would be a lot easier.

  david & Kim boughT The Tri eXcePTion 52 ‘ Paille en queue ‘ - loS angeleS / uSa - 2012
When we first decided to make the trip from to Tunisia from Mexico to view ‘Paille en Queue’ , Kim and I were fairly 
certain she was the boat for us. When we met with you there, your kind, casual demeanor put us at once at ease 
and your thorough concerns for our satisfaction were certainly appreciated.
After the purchase you and your capable assistant Catharina have been marvelous in helping to iron out the 
many details involved in international yacht registry and related documentation.
We would certainly recommend you to any friends who are in the market to buy or sell a yacht.
Thanks again for all your help.

  PaTricK & brigiTTe Sold The Sun odySSey 36 i ‘o’mer’ - TriniTé Sur mer - 2013
Buying ‘O’mer’ at the end of 2011, we thought we’d keep her at least 5 years. This did not keep us from looking at 
boats that were likely to become our travel companion. The capacity of listening,the patience and the qualities of 
the advice Jean-Baptiste showed during a visit of an OVNI made us feel confident. Thus, one an opportunity came 
up in the spring to buy our next sailing boat, we naturally turned to Antipode to sell our old one.
Once again, an attentive ear, advice and great exchange enabled us to put all the chances on our side. Whilst we 
were expecting to have to wait at least 6 months before finding a buyer, Jean-Baptiste called us after a month and 
a half and the negotiation started with the potential buyer.
Our boat is sold and we bought the new one without being forced to do any financial acrobatics.
Many thanks to this efficient and nice team.

  Jean Sold The J 109 ‘John long Silver’ - TriniTé Sur mer - 2013
The whole process; searching for buyers, preparing the ads, visits on the boat, were all carried out with great pro-
fessionalism by the whole Antipode team. I left them, even though they did not ask for it, the exclusive rights for 
the sale of my boat. I did not have to regret this decision.
My boat was sold within 4 months, in a difficult economic climate, at more or less our asking price. All the 
administrative obligations were carried out by Antipode, I did not have to do anything.
I can only recommend this company to anyone that wishes to sell his boat.

  huberT & hélène boughT The Sun odySSey 45 dS ‘venT d’oueST’ - la baule - 2013
We bought the Sun Odyssey 45 DS during the Mille Sabords fair by the intermediary of your company. This tran-
saction went very smoothly thanks to your professionalism. We particularly appreciated, this being pretty much 
our first buy, the quality of your advice, as much on a technical level as on a administrative and financial level that 
enable to remove some of our initial anxieties …. We were also sensitive to your business sense and the warmth 
and kindness of your team. In this, Antipode certainly stands out from its competitors.
We would not hesitate to use your services again if we were to do another transaction.

  marie-chriSTiane & Jean-claude Sold The Sun odySSey 45 dS ‘venT d’oueST’ - deauville - 2013
What a great memory of the fair Mille Sabords ! Many thanks to you and your whole team that were on the deck 
all the day, everyday in spite of the wind and rain.
Well done for your professionalism that enabled us to sell our Sun Odyssey 45 DS.
We will stay in touch for the pleasure of seeing you again.

  PaTricK boughT The JPK 960 ‘STergann’ - TriniTé Sur mer - 2013
I was looking to replace my ‘Day Dream’ for over a year without any success. I met Antipode who had the boat I 
was looking for on sale and also enabled me to sell my ‘Day Dream’ simultaneously.
All of this was carried out in a very short delay. I can only congratulate you for your advice, your professionalism 
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and your efficiency. A special thanks to Jean Baptiste Lemaire who,special treat, accompanied me on a November 
week-end to sail the boat from Loctudy to La Trinité and assured the hand over. Thanks again to Jean-Baptiste for 
his availability and his kindness.

  guillaume Sold The bongo 960 ‘Plume’ - Toulon - 2013
Thanks to the Antipode team that accompanied me along the sale of my Bongo 9.60.
I had the pleasure of receiving the useful advice for selling this great but unusual boat. The bonus with Antipode, 
is to be able to speak about sailing with connoisseurs, who know what they are talking about when it comes to 
boats. The service is very professional and excellent contact. A big thank you!

  laurenT Sold The feeling 39 di ‘viKing iii’ - SainT malo - 2012
To the whole Antipode team, I wanted to thank you and to congratulate you for the sale of my boat that went 
perfectly well even though the buyer was Canadian and the boat had to be exported. You have really been pro-
fessional from the beginning til the end of this sale and have dealt superbly with the expectations of the buyer 
and the seller so that both parties were happy with the transaction. A full ‘win-win’ situation.
I would not need hesitate to use your services either for a sale or a purchase.

  alain boughT The damien 40 ‘equinandra’ - croueSTy - 2012
When you buy your first sailing boat you ask yourself a lot of questions and the Antipode team has always been 
available to answer my questions.. Living far away from where the transaction
took place, the whole Antipode team took care of all the administrative requirements and contacted all the pro-
fessionals to carry out the additional jobs on the boat. Now I have nothing to do but to enjoy my boat and sail 
without any limits.
Many thanks to the team for her professionalism.

  Jean-marc boughT The hanSe 370 ‘ ghoST‘ - québec / canada - 2012
Buying a bot is not a simple thing to do, especially when you live 5000 km away and when you do not know the 
local mechanism and rules ! We do live in Canada even if Brittany is our favorite sailing place. All went well and 
we can give all the credit to Antipode that did a great job to in dealing with all the logistic, financial and adminis-
trative aspects of the transaction. Thanks and bravo, in particular to Jérôme Le Joubioux with whom we stayed in 
constant contact. It was very pleasant to work with you.

  david & Joyce Sold The merry fiSher 925 ‘Kerenza’ . uniTed Kingdom - 2012
We were very pleased with Antipode during the recent sale of our boat.  The sale was less than straightforward, 
we being English and the purchaser from a non EU country.  However, from the international advertising to the 
conclusion of the sale everything was handled brilliantly by Jérôme and Catharina.  Their excellent command of 
our language and dual language documentation was a big bonus for us.
A French friend recommended Antipode to us and we will certainly recommend them to others.

  bob boughT The a 40 ‘ venT d’oueST ‘ - auSTralie - 2011
Jérôme, just a word to say that our boat finally arrived yesterday in Brisbane by cargo and that we are very happy 
with the boat. Your description of the boat was very just. The whole crew worked on the boat over the week-end 
and now she is looking great. If you one day need a reference or assistance in Australia, I would be happy to help. 
Once again thank you for everything ! 

  oliver boughT The PreSTige 42 S ‘virTô’ - auSTria - 2011
Dear Catharina and Jerome,
With this letter I want to thank you once again for your perfect service you have done, I am very happy with my 
new boat. Normally I used to do my business without any broker, but in this case you have taught me a lesson.
I am very satisfied with your service, I got all necessary papers in time and if you spend so much money for a boat, 
the safety processed through a broker is highly recommended.
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  Sven boughT The firST 40.7 ‘ PhiSTehau iii ‘ - Sweden - 2010
I bought a First 40.7 in Bretagne through Jerome. He was very professional and helpful during the whole process, 
quick to respond and forthcoming to sort out any problems. he also inspired a lot of trust which was important 
to me as I bought the yacht from Sweden and only had very little time to inspect it myself.
Unfortunately I ran into problems with the engine that broke down halfway home to Sweden, which probably 
was due to poor maintenance by the previous owner. Jerome made a huge effort to help out here, and went a lot 
further than could be expected to fix the problems.
I give Jerome my warmest recommendations to anyone that wants to sell or buy a yacht.

  chriSToPher boughT & Sold The anTareS 1080 ‘ ellioT‘ - uK - 2010
I bought my Antares 1080 through your brokerage in 2008 and have just sold it from your exposition at Le Milles 
Sabord 2010.
Antipode Yachts has exceeeded all my expectations of good service and I commend the agency to anyone who 
wishes to either to buy or to sell a yacht.

  deniS Sold The Sun faST 40.3 ‘Prince de Jade’ - Thailand - 2012
You have managed the sale of my boat with much talent and I am very happy that I met you as I could never have 
done this myself, being based in Thailand. Thanks again!

  huberT Sold The Sun odySSey 45.2 ‘ grand daoulam ‘ - croueSTy - 2012
Dear Jérôme and team ‘ Grand Daoulam ‘ has arrived without any trouble to Cherbourg this Thursday. End of the 
story for me; I take this opportunity to praise your professionalism, even if I wasn’t so sure that I wanted to sell 
my boat, you were so fast that I did not even have time to think. Thanks for your kindness and efficiency. Friendly 
regards, Hubert.

  yvon & caTharine boughT The merryfiSher 925 ‘ Kerenza ‘ - lac leman > SwiTzerland - 2012
As we were looking to buy a MerryFisher 925 we found Antipode’s website that had one for sale. A visit in Brittany 
and then everything went smoothly. The transactions between old and new owners, immediate receipt of the 
bank transfers, survey of the boat, paperwork for the Swiss ratification and organization of the transport. We are 
happy to recommend Antipode to whom wish great success.

  PaTricia & Pierre boughT The rodman 38 ‘ le beabiliS ‘ - rouen - 2012
The purchase of a first boat is always a bit stressful but from the moment of the first contact with the Antipode 
team we felt in confidence. Throughout all of the phases of the transaction, Antipode always answered our ques-
tions with a great availability and good advice. We are totally satisfied with the service of Antipode.

  nielS boughT The dufour 364 ‘ iThaK ‘ - PorT la fôreT - 2012
We were very happy with the services of Antipode, particularly with Mr Le Joubioux that accompanied us all 
along our acquisition. We thank him for his availability and the quality of this advice.

  frédéric Sold The feeling 36 di ‘ bendy ii’ - TriniTé Sur mer - 2012
The Antipode team answered my expectations as a seller perfectly well. My boat was quickly sold as Mr Jérôme 
Le Joubioux had made the correct estimation of her market value, a market that he visibly knows well. He knew 
how to go and look for the potential clients in France as well as abroad, he knew how to bring the added value 
that you would expect from a broker : acting as a frank and fast middle man between the buyer - seller, with a will 
to see the transaction go through taking into consideration the mutual satisfaction of both clients, bringing both 
parties back to a reality.
Note also the quality of the administrative support ensured by Catharina Holmberg.
Outcome : I am a happy seller, satisfied of having sold my boat rapidly and at her right price, and happy to have 
met a real professional with whom I could work with in trust.
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  Pierre JoinT owner Sold The firST 27.7 ‘holea’ - arzal - 2012
Professionalism, speed, intelligence, efficiency, availability, the transaction was carried out masterfully, well done, 
your commission was well earned, and I am very satisfied with your services with a JB Lemaire to congratulate.

  Paul JoinT owner Sold The firST 27.7 ‘holea’ - arzal - 2012
I was indeed very satisfied with your services. From taking the pictures and putting the ad online to the contact 
with the buyers and the final negociation. All was done with great intelligence, professionalism and speed.
A great thanks to JB Le maire.

  monique Sold The PreSTige 42 S ‘ virTô ‘ - croaTia - 2011
Thanks a lot for the care and efforts with which you carried out the sale of my boat that was based in Croatia.
The sale was fast and efficient. I appreciate the quality of your services, I did not have to do anything, everything 
was achieved with seriousness, competence, kindness, advice.
To be recommended.

  Jean-Pierre Sold The oceaniS 44 cc ‘ emeraude ‘ - PorT la fôreT - 2011
Many thanks to Antipode Yachts for the sale of my OCEANIS 44 CC. Much professionalism, communication and 
kindness.

  Jean françoiS boughT The anTareS 980 ‘m’enfin ‘ - dunKerque - 2011
I bought my 980 Antares through you, and the boat has now arrived in Dunkerque after being transported by 
truck.
I hereby wanted thank you warmly for your help and especially your dedication.
I was very touched by your various interventions to solve the many problems (expertise, off the boat, paperwork, 
financing, price discussions, relations with the owner, preparing the boat for loading truck ...).
I appreciated this even more so as there are 800km between Vannes 800km and my home, which greatly compli-
cated the task and without your services would have meant several trips.
Given my professional obligations, I was not been able to go back to Vannes to do the handover briefing that you 
gently proposed me, please accept my apologies.
Renewing my most sincere and deepest thanks for major assistance in the purchase of this boat, please accept 
my sincere regards.

  dominique, boughT The Sun odySSey 36.2 ‘ camaro vii ‘ - la rochelle -2011
Looking for a cruising yacht, the presentation of the boats on the ANTIPODE website sparked my interest and in 
particular a SUN ODYSSEY 36.2 that seemed to correspond to my expectations.
After a first contact and meeting with M Le Joubioux, a climate of trust immediately set in.
Living far away from Vannes, I relied on his professionalism, his seriousness and his expertise for all of the admi-
nistrative and technical matters (appraisal, small reparations, etc…) required before the handover. For my next 
change of boat I will in priority turn to Antipode Yachts.

  Jean-françoiS Sold The flyer 12 ‘ deeP blue ‘ - lorienT - 2011
Thanks to all of the Antipode team, the sale of my Flyer 12 was not easy. They knew how take on all the logistic 
and administrative requirements with great professionalism. With seriousness, patience, dynamism and a great 
knowledge of power boats. All that you would expect from a real boat salesperson.

  iSabelle Sold The firST 45 ‘ ungava ‘ - Pornic - 2011
I entrusted Antipode with the sale of my First 45 Bénéteau last April and it was sold by July. I found at Antipode a 
competent, dynamic, reactive and available team. They took on all of the selling procedure and the relation with 
my buyer. In all trust I even participated in the sail of the boat to her new berth. I highly recommend the services 
of Antipode.
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  eric boughT The oceaniS 343 ‘ fleur de lyS ‘ - PorT la fôreT - 2010
Professionalism, reactivity, availability and in particular being able to listen are as many qualities
rare these days in the world of leisure boating that I have to point them out. Making the acquisition of my yacht 
was a real pleasure with Antipode and more particularly with Jérôme Le Joubioux – quite at the antipodes of 
what I feared! – the project was carried out with expertise and rigour, respecting the commitments and reliability 
as much for the seller as for me. Thanks again and ‘Bon Vent’!

  marc boughT The Sun faST 43 ‘ groS louP ‘ - canada - 2010
You find the boat that corresponds to your wishes and you have a survey carried out. M Le Joubioux can help you 
find an expert. You make a written offer with your conditions. If the offer is accepted, you make a bank transfer to 
Antipode Yachts (4days) who keep the money on an independent bank account, you get a receipt, until the sales 
contract is signed by both parties.
The owner get his money once that transaction is completed with all the conditions, equipments, payment of the 
port, constructor etc cleared up to the day of the contract.
You should trust Jérôme, who is very professional in this domain. You do not pay him, it is the seller that pays him 
(through the commission). He will do the negotiation, organize the appointments, prepare the paperwork, etc.
Once the boat is chosen you have to count on a minimum of 10 days for the bank transfer, obtaining all the docu-
ments and signing the contract.

  alain Sold The firST 35.7 ‘cooKie blueS’ - TriniTé Sur mer - 2010
In December 2009 at the Salon Nautique in Paris, I decided to change yachts and thus had to proceed to the sale 
of the boat I had then, a First 35.7 in the shortest time possible.
I contacted Jérôme Le JOUBIOUX that I knew from before he started ANTIPODE.
After a visit on the boat at the end of December, we rapidly agreed on a clear objective, conveyed in a selling 
mandate on 4th March, 2010, specifying the conditions of the sale, in particular the price and the commission .
Mr Le JOUBIOUX introduced me to a buyer on the 21st March in the context of a compromise.
The sale was completed at Easter.
What I retain from his services is the pertinent advice for the preparation of the yacht, also its presentation in a 
particularly well done document, a reactivity and transparency without flaws.
It is without any apprehensions that I would entrust him with the sale of my current boat if, the adventure of the 
nautical fairs continues to get to me or that I would recommend him to one of my friends that suffers from the 
same ill.

  PhiliPPe Sold The Sun odySSey 40.3 ‘ ael maT ‘ - locTudy - 2010
We congratulate ourselves from having chosen you as adviser and broker: it enabled us to quickly come through 
with our project. A few concessions were necessary, but that is part of the transaction and numbering of the right 
price is most certainly part of the success of the sale!
Your advice was always pertinent and your help during the sea trial was conclusive. Without your services we are 
not sure that our project would have gone through : after all autoumn 2008 it was the economical ‘crack’!
In addition we know that the buyers of our yacht, that you also knew how to put at ease, were fully satisfied with 
their purchase: satisfaction for all!

  Jean marc Sold The elan 340 ‘ PaPillon ‘ - croueSTy - 2010
Antipode Yachts enabled me to rapidly sell my boat whilst she had been on the market for one year. The agency 
is professional, efficient and realistic, which is a quality in this shaky market.
Jean Marc a satisfied client!

  hugueS & gwénolla boughT The oceaniS 44 cc ‘ emeraude ‘ - arzal - 2010
It is with pleasure that I come back to you to confirm the great pleasure that we have, me and my wife have navi-
gating on our Emeraude.
During two years, you contacted us on a regular basis and we visited quite a few boats that, often, could have 
suited us.Your professionalism and availability had conquered us to the point that we could not consider buying 
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our yacht through another intermediary.
Then we fell in love with this Océanis 44 CC with which we will navigate on the Atlantic coast before travelling 
onto other oceans. Thanks again,

  marie hélène boughT The PreSTige 36 ‘ bigouden eXPreSS ‘ - royan - 2010
Warm welcome, professionalism and efficiency are part of the numerous qualities of the company Antipode, 
which is directed with great expertise by Mr Jérôme Le Joubioux, without forgetting the friendliness.

  francK Sold The PreSTige 36 ‘ bigouden eXPreSS ‘ - locTudy - 2010
A while ago searching for a power boat I came to your company to find THE boat.
Not so complicated as not even a month later Jérôme LE JOUBIOUX put forward the that power boat that I was 
actively looking for. Hence I found myself being the owner of a PRESTIGE 36 by Jeanneau.
A few years later and after many engine hours I decided to sell my boat in order to purchase a bigger unit. Here 
we are 3 months later the boat is sold at its right price…All the administrative and financial proceedings were 
orchestrated with great expertise, well done !
Obviously Antipode Yachts will find me my next boat..

  Jean-louiS boughT The oceaniS 331 ‘ maTeloT ‘ - cancale - 2010
I bought a Oceanis 331 in February 2010. The client relation, buyer and your agency has been most satisfying and 
I would warmly recommend your name to any potential buyer that I could know.

  didier & hélène boughT The firST 31.7 ‘ abeille iii ‘ - marSeille - 2010
I was very satisfied with the services provided with Antipode a few months ago for the purchase of my yacht First 
31.7 (a recent second-hand). Jérôme Le Joubioux was very nice, very accessible, and very professional from A to 
Z, taking into consideration as much the interest of the buyer (me) as that of the seller or the broker (him), taking 
care of organizing the survey of the yacht, making fairly complex technical modifications that I asked for to be 
carried out by competent professionals, making sure to level out or directly sorting out diverse questions with the 
financing and organization concerned in this sale. No worries, it’s appreciable.
Actually his ‘hidden vice’, is that he loves the sea. Just like me.
Well done. Keep it up.

  PhiliPPe boughT The SuPer maramu ‘ ToPaSe ‘ - bandol - 2010
I bought the Super Maramu 2000 TOPASE through Antipode Yachts.
This important purchase for our project of a happy retirement on a sailing boat was carried out with a rare profes-
sionalism by the Antipode team.
From the first visit to the handing over of all of the documents for the change of ownership, all was done with 
great availability, competence and swiftness.
Antipode soundly defended the interest of the seller and the buyer with a great professionalism and it when it 
was all over the buyer and seller were happy to meet over a drink, proof that it was a successful sale and purchase.

  Jérôme Sold The dufour 34 ‘ Kali JoneS ‘ - quiberon - 2010
I entrusted the sale of my boat to Antipode Yachts. From the day the boat was put on sale to the day of the signa-
ture of the sale, the follow up was always done with rigor, professionalism and friendliness.
I would not hesitate to entrust them with the sale of my next boat, nor to recommend their services to those of 
my friends that have that project.


